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1989
The start of a unique summer camp, offering 
professional classes in Fine Arts, Performing 

Arts, Computers and various
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Establishment of the first of its kind Preparatory 
school for Nursery, PPI & PPII in June

1993
 Inception of two new branches at 

Jubilee Hills and Begumpet.
Unveiling CHIREC Expressions to 
provide a platform for children to 

express themselves. 

1999
Celebrating 10 years of CHIREC with 

a Summer Camp for children from 
underserved backgrounds.

2008
Celebrating 20 years of CHIREC began 

with the introduction of the 
Cambridge International Primary Programme.

2011
Introduction of Cambridge 

A/AS Levels for Stages 11 and 12. 

2015
Inauguration of Girls Code Camp
Ranked #1 School in Telangana 

by EducationWorld

1996
Inauguration of the 6-acre, eco-friendly 

Campus at Kondapur by 
Chief Minister, Mr. N. Chandrababu Naidu.

2001
1st batch of 

CBSE Class 10 
students graduate!

2006
1st batch of CBSE Class 12 students 

graduate!

2016
Inauguration of new state of art Auditorium and new 

block for Cambridge Primary Launch of CHIREC App, 
Mobile Library Art and Literary camps

2019
CHIREC goes global by joining Cognita, a global schools 
group with 76 schools across the world, all sharing one 

common purpose - to create an inspiring world of education.

         2020
                           Launch of CHIREC’s Online Learning Platform at the onset of the pandemic.
                           Accepted into Microsoft Showcase School Programme 2020-21.
                           Selected for the University College London’s Fellowship Programme.

2021
21 students and 2 teachers selected to present in Cognita’s 1st ever 

Global School of the Future EdTech Conference.
Partnered with We-Hub Hyderabad to launch Stanford University’s 

Data Science programme for female students in India.
Sponsored the restoration of Gachibowli’s 200-year-old heritage stepwell in 

collaboration with The Rainwater Project and SAHE.
Funded an 8-Bed Pediatric ICU at District Hospital, Kondapur in partnership 

with Veni Rao Foundation.

2009
First International Student Exchange 
Program to Thayer Academy, USA. 
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From the CEO’s Desk
Dear Parent,
This is the third foreword I have written for the CHIREC school 
magazine, the second under COVID-19 restrictions. When I 
wrote the first in January 2020, global society and the world 
economy had not yet been shattered by COVID-19, even 
though it had emerged in China by then and was clearly on the 
march globally. As I write this two years later, the pandemic still 
casts a long shadow over all of us and we have not yet come 
to accept as a whole society that we may need to live with an 
endemic virus.  
I am an optimist by nature, and I expressed that positive mind-
set in last year’s magazine foreword, but 2021 turned out to be 
even more challenging than the previous year. When I wrote 
those words in February 2021, the first wave had abated almost 
to vanishing point and the second had not yet begun – and we 
dared to hope that it was almost all over and we could return 
to normality. Our IGCSE students were able to sit their examina-

tions in physical mode and produced tremendous results when they were declared months later - but 
they just made it. The last few examinations were a race against time, and soon the sudden surge of 
Delta cases exploding into a massive second wave that left the nation stunned and scarred by apocalyp-
tic scenes across the country tragically afflicted so many of our CHIREC families and horrified the world.  
All schools were closed again, and we were back online for everything, including exams.  
It is fitting in this school magazine recording the year to remember in our thoughts and prayers all those 
in the CHIREC family of parents, children, teachers and friends who died, were bereaved or suffered 
medical trauma not just with COVID but of all kinds in those darkest days.
These pages record the continued resilience of CHIREC in the face of a punishing teaching and learning 
regime imposed by school closures – and no sooner were we phasing in physical classes again for those 
who needed or wanted them than we were locked down again as we braced for the third wave.  Despite 
being in virtual reality for  almost continuous two years, the spirit of CHIREC as we knew it pre-pandemic 
lived on. Thanks to the efforts of parents, teachers, children and friends of the school, CHIREC remained 
high in reputation and in public esteem, gaining No.1 position in Hyderabad and Telangana and top ten 
national slots in the most respected school rankings. Most encouraging was our ranking at No. 2 nation-
ally for ‘effectiveness of online learning’. We are all aware of the challenges of teaching and learning 
online, but it was gratifying that this perception was validated by both the excellent CBSE Class X and XII 
results and the Cambridge Stage 10 and IB Diploma external examination results. In this foreword, I wish 
to thank particularly all parents who sacrificed so much time and effort to support their children and the 
teachers’ work throughout two years of online learning. We and your children owe you a great debt of 
gratitude.
The highlight of my week is our regular Friday review of the past week and the coming week’s calendar 
of activity. To see screenshots of your children so earnestly and happily engaged in myriad online lessons 
and activities has been delightful. From ‘Chow Meow’, ‘Breakfast with Buddies’, number recognition and 
letter formation lessons for the tiniest; to Project Based Learning and so many interesting and colour-



ful lessons for the primary sections; to lessons and activities for the secondary students and external 
events such as online Model United Nations for the eldest, as well as shots of socially distanced and 
be-masked physical examinations. It has been an extraordinary, almost surreal and truly wonderful 
onscreen year for me.
A special word of thanks is due to the editorial team and contributors who made this edition possi-
ble. The magazine has been an important annual record of the school year past for decades, but this 
particular chronicle is of literal historic importance – future social historians will look back on this and 
other similar documents as evidence as to how this generation of parents, their children and teach-
ers coped with the most epic medical emergency outside war since the Spanish Influenza pandemic of 
1918-19. Whatever future generations may think of our efforts - and I am confident they will be im-
pressed, even awe-struck - we who are living through this time can all look back with pride on the last 
year.  
Thank you to one and all – the school leadership team, teachers, administrative and support staff, 
parents and grandparents, and especially the children, your children - for keeping the light of hope 
and the spirit of endeavour alive and well in ‘COVID-CHIREC’. As I write this in a mood of cautious 
optimism, may we all soon drop the pre-fix and be once again left only with the ‘CHIREC’ we know and 
love.

Warm Regards,
Dr Peter McLaughlin
CEO, CHIREC International School
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Warm Regards,
Iffat Ibrahim
Principal

Dear Students and Parents,

COVID-19 is still playing havoc with our lives, but we have started to 
live with it and hopefully will emerge victorious over it and our pre 
COVID lives will resume soon. We are now in the Reopening Phase 
and hopefully the strength offline will keep on increasing gradually 
but surely.
We kept the school programme as enriching as possible with all 
events of the physical school replicated. From celebrating the 
National Festivals virtually to conducting the PTMs online, all the 
activities were observed with the same reverie. In fact, some events 
were held for the first time. 
CHIREC continued to make its mark on the Indian Education scenar-
io being ranked Best Co-ed Day School in Hyderabad and Telangana 
and 9th Best Co-Ed Day School in India. Jubilee Hills Branch was 
ranked Best Proprietary Preschool in Hyderabad and Telangana
Academic excellence has reached new heights. Our Grade 12 stu-
dents have performed exceptionally well in their AISSCE examina-
tions, with one of the most brilliant results CHIREC has ever wit-

nessed. Despite the risks of the pandemic and not being able to attend physical school in the last academic 
year, our students persevered with their hard work and have come out with flying colors. In AISSCE 2021, 100 
% students passed with 99% students scoring distinctions. Shivansh Rahul Tibrewala topped the Science stream 
with 98.4%, Maulika Premal Desai topped the Commerce Stream with 97.6 %. In Humanities, Sanjana Kar 
topped with 97.2%. This was the result after moderation by the Board, or else our students would have cer-
tainly scored much higher.
Our Grade 10 students have come out with extraordinary results in the AISSE Examinations. We are filled with 
pride for our students as they put up an exceptional performance even during the pandemic. Somansha Singh 
and Atharva  Moghe topped the AISSE with 99.2%. 3 students scored 100% in Mathematics and Information 
Technology, 1 student scored 100% in English, Hindi, Social Studies each. 100 % students passed and 69% 
secured distinction. These and other accolades are only possible with the wholehearted efforts of our team of 
committed and talented staff, who relentlessly forge innovative ways to develop a passion for learning in our 
students.
I also offer our condolences to CHIREC families who have lost their dear ones, who now live in our hearts and 
memories. Many congratulations to those who have welcomed new members in their fold. Life’s circle goes on 
the memories are etched in sheets like these for the future to remember us by.
I also know that our staff and student community has what it takes to continue to grow and improve. CHIREC’s 
excellence is entirely possible due to the partnership among students, staff, and parents. Active parent partici-
pation is essential to our success, and teachers provide a nurturing environment in which young students can 
learn, take risks, and thrive. Their work, in partnership with our parent community, has and will continue to 
support us to fulfil our school mission.
We are looking forward to re-opening the school physically when it is safe and we are permitted to do so, but 
we realize that it may be difficult to predict when that will be. We are committed to ensuring that we keep 
CHIREC alive as a vibrant, flourishing and successful community to the best of our ability and to the benefit of 
the children.

From the Principal’s Desk
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From the Principal’s Desk -  International Section

Warm Regards,
Sanchita Raha
Principal - International Section

Dear Students and Parents,

‘Adaptability to change is itself a hallmark of successful education’- Peter 
Hilton

Looking back at the year gone by, I feel our greatest achievement has 
been the ability with which our students and teachers have adapted and 
adjusted to an ever-changing environment with all its myriad challenges 
and unpredictability. The pandemic taught us to face adversities, which 
is the greatest learning of the century.

The return to physical school and hybrid mode was even tougher than 
transitioning to online learning, two years ago. But, we remained stead-
fast in our pursuit of excellence, taking one step at a time. We success-
fully crossed several hurdles and obstacles to scale new heights. Our 
academic results, both in IGCSE, as well as IBDP, were the best in the 
history of CHIREC. We had 75 % of the March 2021 IGCSE entries receiv-
ing A & A*, while in IBDP, 37 per cent of our students scored 40 grade 
points and above, with a first ever 45. While COVID-19 revealed vulner-
abilities, it also unravelled extraordinary resourcefulness and potential 
of our students and teachers. Technology enabled students to transcend 

geographical boundaries and connect with peers across the globe. Virtual sessions on well-being, co-curricular activities, 
parent-teacher meetings, and special events were conducted in a seamless manner. Events like the MUN and CAScade 
reached a new dimension witnessing participation of schools ranging from Hyderabad to Egypt and Rome. We were also 
the first in Telangana to organize a Parliamentary Debate at the school level, despite the pandemic. We had some excel-
lent university placements too. Our IBDP batch topper got accepted in National University of Singapore with 100% schol-
arship. We also had students accepted to Programmes at University of Berkeley and Wharton School of Business, among 
others.

Reflecting on the quick succession of events, it may be said that the pandemic actually provided us with the opportunity 
to reimagine and reinvent our education system. The technology tapped during the pandemic, incorporated in the regu-
lar education system enabled us to maximise access, creating wonders in teaching-learning. The situation compelled us 
to think of a change in the way education is delivered and having gone through it, we feel that we would like to preserve 
this learning for keeps. We would like to utilise this learning to bring in innovation in our formative assessment practices, 
include collaboration as a whole school culture, develop student voice and choice, make experiential learning the norm, 
put an end to over-testing, and more.

Having said this, I would also add that children must return to physical school as soon as possible. No amount of technol-
ogy can be a substitute for the social interaction that happens in a physical school. Therefore, we look forward to your 
sending them to us at the earliest.

At CHIREC, we feel that in the times that we live, education is the most important instrument for upholding human rights 
and basic freedom. We shall continue in our mission of imparting these values to our children, so that they may grow up 
to be responsible citizens, who shall work towards making India and our world more equitable, tolerant, democratic and 
peaceful place to live in.
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CBSE Curriculum 
My world...

My Perspective on Corona Virus
COVID-19 has attacked our plans and aspirations for the future, our dream vacations and ex-

plorations. I am pretty sure everyone thought this virus was something that would last for like 

a month or so, little did we know that we wouldn’t be able to meet or talk to our loved ones like 

how we did usually. At the onset of the pandemic, the virus had not spread to India yet, so I was 

going to school like I normally did. My friends and I were consistently washing and sanitizing 

our hands, however, I personally was not very scared and didn’t think much of it. Once we were 

given holidays, I was very happy because I thought I could watch TV and play all day. Eventually, 

I was bored of it and wanted to get out of my house and do something fun. Then by and by I got 

used to it. After a while things started to open up. My family and I went out to restaurants and 

also went on a few holidays which I really enjoyed. I like online school because we can study in 

the comfort of our home however now that my school has re-opened, I want to meet my friends 

and teachers. I can’t wait for the time we won’t have to wear our masks. My prayers go out to all 

the people who have lost their loved ones during the pandemic.

In the words of Robert Louis Stevenson 

“Like a bird singing in the rain, let grateful memories survive in time of sorrow” 

                                                                                                                         G. Sriya Reddy, Grade VI C
8 Expressions  |  Year Book 2020 - 2021

Nihar Jain, Grade IX E
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My fun childhood days Scrolls of Wisdom

Mysterious Space
Space, space, space,

 It’s a mysterious place; 

Space has planets eight; 

When moving they are, never late.

Space, space, space,

 It’s like a maze.

Reaching newer heights, 

With our satellites. 

Searching for aliens alive, 

Wondering if we’ll survive.

Around the Sun the planets roam,

Including Earth, our home.

Anay Santosh, Grade VII B 

An Artist
You’re an artist, not Picasso or Van 

Gogh,You’re an artist not professional 

I know.You’re a creator of your own 

world, You’re the designer of your life.

Mould the clay around your mood,

Paint the picture that you choose,

Do the thing you want to do,

Be the artist, just be you.

Create the vision in your mind,

Mix the colours that life combines,

Be your best friend just be you,

That’s Picasso and Van Gogh for you.

                        Ahana Chanda, Grade VII C

I slowly forget my fun childhood,
When I used to jump and play,
Dance and sing,
With not a care in the world.
How I used to make fairy tales,
About a pirate in a pirate ship,
Or a shark that could fly.
And pretend to be in a magical adventure in a world 
of my own!
Then reading I discovered,
And one book was now enough,
My imagination grew and knew no bounds.
As I got swallowed by my story book
Laughing and playing 
I made new friends,
And my happiness was complete.
For now my stories I could share with all my friends!
And now as I grow,
From pre-primary to secondary,
Always making friends and learning something new
I slowly and regretfully forget my childhood!
    

Eva Susan George, Grade VI B

Nihar Jain, Grade IX E

Hitish Pottangi, Grade VIII A
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My Imaginary fantasy world

Best Differences

Father’s Love

Profound Thoughts

What if the whole space was a giant? 
Wouldn’t it be terrible? Wouldn’t it be 
sad? 
If just one single colour was the colour 
that we had, 
If everything was purple? Or red? Or 
blue? Or green?
If yellow, pink, or orange was all that 
could be seen. 
Can you just imagine how dull the world 
would be,
If just one single colour was all that we 
could see.
We all are born in a different way: How 
we look and what we say.
From different countries around the 
world, 
Of different genders: boys and girls.
Of many sizes and colours, too,
The things we like and the things we do. 
We’re sure glad it works this way, 
The world is so colourful every day.
If everyone were the same, you see, 
You won’t be you and I won’t be me.
It is not our differences that divide us,
It is our inability to recognize,
accept and celebrate those differences.
Let these differences unite us!

                       Chavvi Mishra, Grade VII E

My Imaginary character in fantasy world is a prince 
who lives in a house made of chocolate.
His name is Dinakar, and his wife’s name is Smitha. In 
this kingdom, vases have vegetables instead 
of flowers and people eat flowers instead of vegeta-
bles. People there have three noses, two mouths and 
ten legs and hands. When somebody asks them to 
speak, they don’t but when no one asks, they speak. 
There is juice in the wells and fruits have water. In 
this imaginary world, people sleep in the day and stay 
awake during the night. Such is my fantasy world.

Ruthvika Reddy, Grade I B

Once upon a time, there lived a hard-working farmer 
named Arjun. Every day, he would go out to his field 
and work till the evening. His father was worried about 
him. He would always shout to his son, “Son, don’t 
stand in the sun for so long”. Arjun would never pay at-
tention to his father’s words. In response, he would tell 
his father not to fuss so much. The old father would 
say, “You will understand my love when you become a 
father.”
After some days, Arjun got married and soon a sweet 
baby boy was born. One afternoon, Arjun was busy in 
the fields and the old man took his grandson in his lap 
and went outside in the sun. When Arjun saw this, he 
quickly pulled the baby from his hands and went un-
der a shady tree. He shouted at his father saying, “Why 
did you bring the child in the hot Sun?” The old father 
answered, “Dear, just as you are concerned about your 
son, I, too, am concerned about my son”. Arjun realised 
his mistake and embraced his father.
MORAL: Respect parents’ love.
                                                           Saanvi Lila, Grade III B

Anika Varma, Grade III BYuktha Priya M., Grade VII B
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Family and Friends ..on the way up!

I Dream... 
 
I dream of playing in the space with fire,
Sun ball and planets on my side.
I dream of fighting with the asteroids and
bathing in the meteor shower.
Then in the night, I dream of sleeping on the moon
And saying good night to all my friends.

Kathit Rawat, Grade III C      

Full of joy and
Amazing memories,
Mom and Dad are the foundation.
I love everyone in my family.
Living with a family is super fun,
Yes I am Lucky to have the best family!

Forever look out for each other,
Really listen when I have a problem.
Include me in their games,
Eat their lunch with me in dining hall.
Never make me feel sad,
Definitely help me when I am hurt.
Share their toys whenever we play,
Family and Friends Forever!

                                  Maanya Bhaskara, Grade IV A      

Friends I have met,
Friends I have left,
But a friend like you,
I shall never forget.
Together we party,
Together we cry.
Kept every single secret, 
And covered every lie.
Years may pass,
Trees may die,
Others may forget you,
But never shall I.

B. Harsh Reddy, Grade II C

I like my mom,
I like my dad,
I like my little brother,
when they smile.
I like chocolate,
I like cake,
I like Biryani,
when I eat.
I like Spider-man,
I like Iron-man,
I like remote car,
when I play.
I like my teacher when she 
appreciates me.
I like stories when I go to 
sleep.

Balka Suhan, Grade III B

My Best Friend

What I like

Ovishek Goswami, Grade II A
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My Wonderland 
My Wonderland is a place where there is no 
sadness due to poverty, ill-health, accidents 
and pandemics. In my wonderland there is only 
love and peace among the people throughout 
the world. 
A land with no fights and violence in the name 
of Religion. A land with air that is pure with no 
pollution. A land where kids can run on the 
streets without fear of being lost. A land where 
vegetables and fruits are pesticide free. A land 
where there is surplus water and fertile soil. 
A land where there is free will and equal rights 
for all humans irrespective of caste, creed, reli-
gion and gender. A land of free education and 
free health service to everyone. My Wonder-
land is a land of dreams, joy and happiness. 

                       Sai Rudra Virat Dandu, Grade IV C

Teamwork Philosophy
I once looked at 100 ants carrying a 
sugar bee. I compared the size of the 
sugar bee with that of a single ant. A 
single ant by itself would never be able 
to move the sugar bee. But a colony of 
ants could definitely move it to their 
storage den. As I looked, there was 
a colony of ants who had formed a 
circle under the bee carrying it aloft. I 
saw that the ants kept on carrying the 
sugar bee. Their success was only due 
to their teamwork. Helping each other 
was the way to success. The load may 
be very heavy, task may be difficult, 
but the unity of the army brought the 
success.  
                 
                           Krishav P., Grade IV D

 
Night
Oh night! Oh night!
Why do you scare me so much, Oh 
night!
I run away to my parents’ room by 
hearing
the owl ‘hoot hoot’ and the bats who 
squeak
which scares me a lot.

I wish the daylight would never end,
Therefore, I will never be scared again.
Oh dear night! Oh dear night!
Why do you scare me so much, Oh 
night?

             Oishee Chakraborty, Grade V A
 

Worldy Wise

Tanvi Puranmalka, Grade X E
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The 3 Wishes
When the sun showed light,
The lamp sparkled bright.
Whoosh! Came the genie out from 
the lamp.
Granted me three wishes when 
I was in my camp.

Oh Genie! Grant me my first wish!
I want to be a superhero
So that I can help people
And crime becomes zero.

Oh Genie! Grant me my second wish!
I want to have a robot,
Whom I can play all day sport.

And my last wish.
Which the world needs most.
To make the world COVID free.
So that I can go to school and get 
coached.

Vedant Soni, Grade IV E

Suggest headingThoughtsMy Dream
When COVID started, I didn’t really understand what 
it meant for me. Then I realized that I could not go to 
school anymore. It was painful. I did get to experience 
something new, but I missed school. I joined CHIREC 
that year and I couldn’t even get to see the class-
rooms. I felt woebegone not going to school like that. 
I just had to wait a year for the schools to re-open. 
And to this day, I am still not going to school. Schools 
were slowly re-opening; they were encouraging the 
parents to send the children, but it never happened 
until October last year. After Ganesh Chaturthi and 
Dussehra, there wasn’t much of a spike in COVID 
cases. This gave the parents the much-needed con-
fidence to send their children to school. I miss my 
friends; I miss seeing the classrooms. I miss talking 
to my friends during the break. But I’m content with 
what I have. I’m still waiting patiently for the school to 
start. I hope school would start with the precautions 
needed for COVID. It’s still a threat to us and new vari-
ants keep emerging. It is important to take the neces-
sary precautions if we are going to school. I would feel 
better if schools are starting as poor people can send 
their children to school. They don’t have any devices 
or laptops for online school. I would be quite happy if 
the schools start. That is my voice.

                              Karthik Reddy Munnangi, Grade V B

G. Tanishka, Grade VIII D
Samaya Gupta, Grade I C
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Profound Buddy - A friend for life
Hello!! My name is Karan, and today, I will tell you how 
Buddy brought positive changes to my life!
Since 3-4 months, my sister Saloni and I had been 
wanting a brand new Puppy. At first my father said 
no, but we still asked for it again and again. My father 
could not have a single conversation with us, without 
us telling him how much we wanted a dog. And then 
just 1 month ago, we got a brand-new Puppy!!!
Buddy - That’s my pup and he is very cute. He was just 
40 days old and has brought some amazing positive 
changes to my life. Here are few of them-
Family Bonding - At first, we were always so busy with 
our work: Mine and Saloni’s School, My father’s Of-
fice and my mother was ALWAYS busy with house and 
other work. Once Buddy came, we started to spend 
time together, have laughs together and an amazing 
time. All because of a Puppy.
Responsibility - I started to become more responsi-
ble. I had to take care of Buddy, giving him food, and 
making sure he did not hurt himself. 
Less Screen Time - When COVID started, I was always 
in front of the laptop or phone, whether there were 
classes or not. But when Buddy came, I preferred 
to play with him instead of arresting criminals in my 
video games. So, that’s how Buddy stopped me from 
playing too many video games.
Exercise - Since Buddy runs around the house, I al-
ways run with him too (well, maybe not always…). So, 
without realising, I exercise too.
Learning how to take care of a living thing - Until 
now, I did not know how to take care of a living thing. 
Since Buddy came, I learnt how to take care of him. 
Like a baby.
The most important thing which happened for me 
since Buddy came was that I now have a new family 
member and a friend for life!

Karan Raj Sinha, Grade V C

One Blood, One World
Everyone’s race and gender can be dif-
ferent,
And they are all equivalent.
Don’t discriminate about whose race is 
superior,
It wouldn’t decide your character.

Our world is so diverse that even each 
race,
Makes our world colourful and filled 
with grace.
Without race or different skin tones,
Our world would have been dull 
with no other colorful tones.

Gender doesn’t matter,
Only ability matters.
Anyone can do anything,
If they put their full potential in it.

Together we fight this war,
To abolish the race and gender call.
We are all in this together,
We are one blood, one world, 
altogether!

         Ashika Ira Kodamala, Grade VIII A  
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Myth and Reality. 
Myth in Myth
In the world of Myths,
many dreams lay.
Unfortunately, the world we live in,
is of reality.
Forget the dreams of Myth,
It shall only be a stone in the path.
For everyone who learns of the reality,
faces the sadness caused due to the shock. 
Everyone learns of the reality sooner or later,
the more time the person believes in Myth, 
the more damage it does.
Forget the dream of flying with wings,
for we are made without wings.
Forget the Mythical Beasts,
you thought you would tame.
Forget the magic,
you thought you could learn.
Forget the idea of Myth,
For it does not exist.

                                   Shreyas Ranjan Padhi, Grade VIII B

                                                 

Change beginsBuddy - A friend for life

Feelings and Expressions
What are feelings and expressions? 
Feelings are something you feel 
about something or someone. Ex-
pressions are something you ex-
press about something or someone. 
Some examples of feelings are that 
you are in a car, and you feel you 
are going too fast. In this sentence 
we understand that you are feel-
ing the car is going too fast and not 
telling them that the car is going too 
fast. Some examples of expressions 
are that you are eating ice cream 
and you think that the ice cream is 
too cold, then you say or express to 
them that the ice cream is too cold. 
This is the difference between feel-
ings and expressions and a few of 
their examples. 

Madhura Bhide, Grade V E

Vihaas Gurram, Grade I D

Abhiraj Das, Grade IX E
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Splendid
Technology has become an integral part of everyday 
life these days. In fact, today, life without technology 
is completely unimaginable. It has completely revolu-
tionized our lives since the past few decades. When 
we look back into the past, we were without technol-
ogy and our lives were completely different from 
today. But now, the technology of today becomes 
outdated the very next day.
Technological advancements have led to the growth 
in the economy of the nation. It has led to the wide-
spread communication among different people from 
across the world.  
The rapid growth of technology has brought the 
world to a standstill. Today, we can converse with a 
person sitting in any corner of the world from our 
respective places. It has become easy to stay in touch 
with each other. For instance, if you need to wish your 
friend on his birthday who cares to attend the party? 
Just send a text message and your work is done.
Though, it seems that it has brought people close to 
each other, the reality is something different. It has 
made us grow more apart. We can find a lack of per-
sonal touch. Initially, people used to go to each oth-
er’s house to wish them but now, simply do a video 
call and it’s done. How often do we socially interact 
with each other? How often do we meet each other 
and celebrate together? The answer is hardly ever. 
A few decades ago, life moved at a slower pace but 
more qualitatively.
But as we see today, the mobile phone in the pocket 
is as important as the shirt on the body. In the ab-
sence of the mobile phone, we start panicking as if 
our whole life is lost. In the end, I would like to say 
that the reality is that technology has both its advan-
tages and disadvantages. It is like the two sides of 
the same coin. If used positively, can be a boon but if 
used worthlessly can negatively impact our lives.

Shrishti Dhyani, Grade VIII E

Technology - A Boon or Bane

Be a Voice
I am the conversation
I am the ideas
I am the inventor
of your talks
I am inside you
Your family
Your friends
Your pets and your
Memory.
I am the voice
of everybody’s thoughts
I am the most important thing in the 
world
and I am not just a word.
Movies,Talks, Codes and Tests
I am needed in all of them.
I am not a word, but I am all of them 
together.
From talking to screaming
You will remember me.
From English to Japanese
You will remember me.
But you just can’t see
You have to listen, Hear,
Concentrate to see me.
I am the Voice.

Kabir Gupta, Grade V A
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What lies behind the universe is so 
mysterious, 
What lies underneath the black  
carpet of stars is so intriguing that we 
all want to know about it.
The blackhole - the dark hole that 
sucks up everything,
The dark side of a star that is so 
intriguing.
We all are trying to find out what lies 
behind it,
We all want to see what’s behind that 
black carpet.
Well, what could it be?
We all want to know all about it,
We are all those curious faces that 
are searching about it,
Trying to find the last piece of the 
puzzle,
We are all trying to pop its bubble.

Varshini Kumar, Grade VIII G

Great wide beautiful wonder world,
with the wonderful water round you curled.
The wonderful grass upon your head,
world you are so beautifully dressed.
The wonderful air is over me,
The wonderful wind is shaking the trees.
It walks on the water and whirls the mills,
and it talks to itself on top of the hills.
You are so great and I am so small,
I tremble to think of you world at all.

Manhit Ponnaganti, Grade IV C

Coming to an end has brought a lot of 
           sorrows

filled with doubts I am scared for the 
               coming tomorrows.

Leaving all beautiful memories behind,
        it’s all so twisted and twined.

  
    Well, it’s the end of something good,

but also the beginning of some thing new.
    It’s time to have a fresh start,
just shut down and then restart!

Get all excited for the future surprises,
    to be stunned is all what the prize is!
      Live each day the way you want to,
  be all ready to discover the new you!

Although, the journey is coming to a full
   stop,

        there is a new hope for exploring
             something unique nonstop.

            Remember at the end of every
unforgetable path is just what you 

need a fresh start
  
                         Prarthana Kapahi, Grade VIII F

Mystery Of The Blackhole

Wonder World

A Fresh Start Treasures...

Vahnavi Naga Satya Krishna, Grade X G
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Music was a girl “
try the Piano!” they said, 
“I’ll give it a whirl.” 
Her hands struck the Piano not know-
ing what to do; fingers pressing each 
key, she was entranced, as time flew.
“Come on, you can do it!”(They cheered)
“What if I don’t do well?” (She feared)
She sat down every day. Her
Skills to be honed
Others watched her play (As she shone)
There it comes. (the fated day)
She sat on the stool
Her skills she lay.
Music was a girl,
Her fingers moved like magic.
She marvelled in her hard work,
As she made others ecstatic.

Shikha Maddirela, Grade IX A

Music

Voice mode

Human Diversity
Human diversity is beautiful,
Human diversity is needed,
Human diversity is wonderful,
Innovation, by human diversity, is seeded.
If it were not there, where would we be?
A colourless, drab, family, 
Where everything is repetitive, robotic,
No change, no invention, just static.
So many languages, so many traditions, 
So many ideas, so many ambitions, 
But deep down, it isn’t strange, 
We are all the same, 
that nothing can change.
   
                               Avni Kedia, Grade VI E

sHE
Females and Males are one in the world.
Although that is not the belief that has been unfurled.
We are told that one gender is better than the other.
It seems these are just stereotypes one after another.

There are always more bugs in the garden
than the flowers on the soil.
Let’s change this stigma of the society
and end this growing turmoil!

Respect and Freedom is deserved by everyone
and this is a challenge we all must overcome.
Because regardless of gender or race,
each one of us has the right to embrace.

                                                   Ishita Agarwal, Grade XII D

All the emotions packed tight into an endless hole.
Loving Parents, Good Relationships,
some have it all;
But no room for emotions to show.
Tears held back by moments that decide: love, pain, 
anger and sadness for the eyes.
Cry inside;
Cry on your own;
Cry in the church close to your home.
Tears wiped before others can see.
Boys don’t cry for strangers to see.
Emotions deciding on the choices to be bold.
Men’s eyes wobbling.
Keeping the emotions locked within.
Boys cry on their own, hidden from faces who tell all 
the stories of old.

This poem is an inspiration from the poem written by 
Beverly Martin.

                                              Sritha Garikipati, Grade XII D

Boys Don’t Cry…
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Sounds are all around us, from birds chirping and 
waves lapping against a coastline to cars honking in 
traffic. But sometimes sounds are put together in 
purposeful ways to create a specific atmosphere or 
to express ideas or emotions. Such organized sounds 
are called music. Music is a collection of coordinat-
ed sounds. Making music is the process of putting 
sounds and tones in an order, often combining them 
to create a unified composition. Music is said to have 
an enormous impact on mental health. Music is said 
to enhance intelligence and focus, improve men-
tal health, and boost the immune system as well as 
self-esteem and confidence. It can be used to relax, 
to boost and lift our mood, or to improve concentra-
tion. Music can also be used to aid insomnia, helping 
to encourage and induce a deeper sleep. A strong 
mental wellbeing is closely aligned with optimistic and 
positive feelings. So, when you’re having a bad day, 
there’s nothing better than playing an uplifting and 
joyous song as loud as you can. The bright musical 
tones and lyrics will change or elevate your mood and 
empower you for the day ahead. Music’s ability to be 
a stress reliever should not be downplayed. Whether 
playing in the background or you’re giving it your full 
attention, certain genres of music have the innate 
ability to reduce stress. Trying to stay focussed and 
concentrate on an activity - whether that be study-
ing, working, or cleaning - can be difficult for some. 
Certain types of music are known to boost focus, so 
it’s important to know which music is right for improv-
ing focus. Everyone enjoys relaxing and switching off 
their mind at the end of a long day. Playing music is 
a simple way of promoting relaxation as it releases 
tension in your muscles, carrying away any stress or 
anxiety.

                                                      Roshni Mitra, Grade X C

Article on Music

My Aspiration

Reverie...

I dream of becoming a policeman,

I dream of removing everything bad.

I will defeat them all with my plan,

Seeing my victory, 

my enemies will be sad.

I will go everywhere

from USA to England,

With all the thieves gone,

Everyone will be glad.
                                                                                                                       
                    Advik Mehra, Grade III C

This is the grand Prix,

We have all been waiting enough 

patiently

Twenty cars in their positions

Drivers getting ready to be in motion.

The gears are ready,

Everyone’s breath is getting unsteady,

As the countdown ends,

The cars zoom already.

Driving at full throttles,

Just to win the title,

A second is just too much to lose,

Using the DRS as the boost.

                        Viha Bathija, Grade IX B

Sujith Krishna, Grade IX B
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 Pooja Khajanda, Grade X G

Empathy is the ability to emotionally understand what other people are going through, to see 
things through their eyes, and to put yourself in their shoes. Simply said, it is putting yourself in 
the shoes of another person and experiencing what they are experiencing. Empathy is the ability 
to recognise, understand, and share another person’s thoughts and feelings. 
Empathy is crucial for forming bonds with others and acting humanely. It includes understand-
ing someone else’s point of view rather than just one’s own, and it allows socioemotional or 
helpful behaviours to emerge naturally rather than being forced. Empathy enables us to work 
cooperatively with others, form friendship, make moral decisions and intervene when others are 
bullied. Humans show symptoms of empathy as early as birth, and the attribute continues to 
develop throughout childhood and adolescence. Nonetheless, most people are more inclined to 
feel empathy for those who are similar to them and less empathy for those who are not.

Rachana Reddy Morthalai, Grade X G

Empathy

Adhvai Deepak Menon, Grade VIII D
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Wisps of Thoughts

Experience

I visited Walt Disney Resort Orlando, 
Florida in the year 2015. Every
moment was magical. I loved it! It is 
the Happiest Place on Earth, and
they really mean that! Clean Parks, 
super friendly cast members, a great
resort, even the transportation makes 
you feel happy. The staff was kind
while the service was top-notch. The 
best part is that I loved it. Lightning
passing and the genie app worked like 
a champ. We rode every single
ride we wanted to and it made for a 
perfect day. Themed restaurants had 
some dishes which were straight from 
the movie and the surprises by mas-
cots made it more fun. If you were 
ever to visit the Walt Disney Resort, 
you must try out the Pirates of the 
Caribbean and Buzz Lightyear’s Space 
Ranger Spin rides as they are fun, for 
all ages without any height limitations. 
Both of these rides are Interactive. 
Other than this, The Hall of Presidents 
is also great, if you wish to add a dash 
of history. All 45 Presidents of the 
United States are present, each corre-
sponding to a specific event occurring 
during their tenure. I can’t wait to visit 
again.

                            All Students, Grade X E

What is a home...?
Is it a building or a location
or is it a place full of family,
happiness, joy, and life...?

What is it to be rich?
Have a lot of money,
possess riches beyond human imagination
or is it to possess everything that makes us human...?

When we were children
we were carefree and joyful
not noticing the pain of others
ones who had nothing.

What is it to be alive?
Have a home or be rich
Or to be as a child of nature
Or is it all of them...?

                                               Jayachandra, Grade IX C

A home that can’t be reached

Sai Pranavi Siddabathuni, Grade VI A
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Open Scars
Shaking hands, 
Thrumming pulse,
Parched throat, 
Knees that feel like 
(they will give way) any minute. 

Shy whispers, 
Quiet murmurs,
Branded labels, 
Thoughts spinning around 
(in a mind) less loop. 

Chattering teeth, 
Beads of sweat on the forehead,
A racing heart, 
And things that will be forgotten 
(when) I’m gone.
 
Sunny blue skies, 
(a fresh morning) breeze,
A bit of laughter on the side 
My thoughts, an unsolvable puzzle 
I head home when it starts to drizzle

Photo album on the counter 
Shoulders heavy 
(with the weight of the) world
Deafening silence, loneliness, 
(and the) echo of my own heartbeat 
I’d rather be alone 
(than bleed on those) who didn’t cut 
me.

Prisha Susanne Sunkavalli, Grade IX E

Children, Homelessness and Poverty
India is a home to 1,398,865,061 people as of this year. 
So many people, right? Well, it is a home to everyone 
but is everyone living a comfortable and luxurious life 
is the question here. The answer is no, and we all know 
it as many people do not have what we have. Two third 
of the population is living in extreme poverty. Poverty 
is the condition where the basic needs of a family such 
as food, shelter, clothing, education, and many other 
basic needs are not fulfilled. Living in a poor condition 
could lead to the poor health of the people. Especially 
children are affected by this as they do not get the ba-
sic needs during their childhood, a time when they are 
growing. They do not have enough food which means 
they may have problems like malnutrition and can be 
prone to many diseases. Poverty is not just there, it 
has a reason behind it such as unemployment, unavail-
ability of resources due to overuse of them by some, 
lack of education, etc. If the people who could afford 
a good amount of resources use them judiciously and 
take an amount just enough for a certain number of 
people there won’t be unavailability of resources. As 
for education the government does make different 
plans so that every child gets basic education regard-
less of whether they could afford it or not. Even adults 
need education so that they can get a good job, good 
enough to be able to afford a few things that are nec-
essary. It’s important that even if they are not educated 
they should be able to get jobs that require manual 
work, etc. Now we all could also help the homeless and 
poverty-stricken people by donating things we do not 
use, toys, giving them food sometimes, volunteering at 
orphanages to educate children. These are a few ideas 
on how people could help the less privileged ones. Be 
kind to everyone and help everyone as everyone is not 
as privileged as some of us.

                                         Samridhi Bhandaru, Grade IX C

Vivid Expressions
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Petite Portfolio

Gratitude
The wonder and excitement, 
As you look at a gift, 
And the thankfulness you feel, 
For the one who gave it. 

The moments you remember,
The good and the bad, 
And the gratitude you feel, 
For the experiences you’ve had. 

The feelings you get, 
When you have a nice day,
And the happiness you feel, 
When you’ve lived through it.

The flowers blooming, 
Among the beautiful green plants,
And the joy you feel, 
For the places you’ve glimpsed.

The air we breathe,
Along with the food we eat,
And the appreciation we feel,
For all we have.

The ability to move,
To see and feel, 
And the commitment you feel, 
To the parts you have. 

All the things you’ve got,
All the times you’ve lived, 
All the wonders you’ve seen, 
And the feelings you’ve felt.

The gratitude we feel, 
For all we can do,
And the joy of thanks, 
Are what gives life the thrill.

                 Ankit P. Pramod, Grade IX G

Grateful
The roof you live under,

 Doesn’t let burglars plunder,
 The house where you live happily 

Say thank you to your family. 

If you get to ride a train,
 Fly overhead on a plane,

 It’s privilege that give you this chance, 
To frolic and to dance.

You ride a roller-coaster, 
Wear clothes from a throwster,

 The money you earn, 
With knowledge you will discern. 

But everything you have, 
Everything you will keep, 

It is with hard work, 
What you will sow and so shall you reap.

 
So, be grateful for your life, 

A life with no strife 
You might not have everything,

 But it’s better than nothing.

 Let’s be grateful for our family, 
Grateful for our friends, 
Thankful for everything, 
Grateful until no ends!

   Rajit Singh Gour, Grade IX G

Siya Swavika, Grade I D
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Frolic Of The Fairies

Up in the cloudy sky,
I fly so high.
I wear a gown with a crown,
I make people smile, 
(who have a) frown.
I can’t see anyone sad,
That’s when I get mad.
I leave a sparkle wherever I go,
I am a hero from a long time ago.
Making everyone happy is my aim,
Because you see, FAIRY is my name.

Tisha Jain, Grade I B

Best Friend

They give us oxygen to breathe and 
absorb the carbon dioxide.
Trees are our best friends; they exist 
so that we can survive.
Trees check soil erosion and maintain 
the soil fertility.
They help in drought and flood con-
trol and add natural beauty.

                    Manpriya Kaur, Grade III A

Profound

P. Ishanvi, Grade III A

Let’s agree to disagree
Opinions.....what are those?
They’re definitely something we all have plenty of.
Ketchup with Maggi? EW GROSS!
Or is it actually something you want more of?
Some people take hot showers, while others like it cold
Whereas, some don’t even like showering!
Are hospitals truly a depressing place, or are they a 
sight to behold?
And is working out without music really that boring?
Listening to sad songs doesn’t mean I’m in despair,
And tuning in to true crime podcasts doesn’t make me 
creepy.
I find gift giving SO STRESSFUL (since Christmas is in 
the air),
And liking mint-chocolate ice cream doesn’t mean I’m 
freaky!
So, now we come back to the question at hand. What 
are these ‘opinions’?
They’re something we must respect and understand,
Each person has their own, so there must be at least a 
billion!
Continue to flip through this magazine for IX B’s ‘un-
popular opinions’ galore,
They’re funny, thought-provoking, controversial and 
much more!!
Let’s agree to disagree!

                                               Vani Vivekanand, Grade IX B

Vansh Goel , Grade II C
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Thoughts

Karaoke Is Fun 
Karaoke isn’t for everyone. For intro-
verts, people with stage fright, anyone 
adverse to lip sync battles or improv 
games, and those generally not in-
clined to grab a microphone and 
throw themselves in front of an audi-
ence would probably avoid Karaoke 
and be more likely to call it frighten-
ing than fun. Karaoke songs can be a 
nightmare if singing really isn’t your
thing — or if you’re too terrified to try 
— this might sound like your personal 
hell. If you’ve had to attend a Karaoke 
event and spend your evening looking 
at your friends enjoying and having 
the time of their lives, wondering why 
you can’t enjoy Karaoke just like them 
without feeling embarrassed, don’t 
worry, you are not alone as Karaoke 
just isn’t for everyone.

            Rishi Reddy Boyella, Grade XI B

Sahasra D. Grade II B

Future Technology
Technology, technology, technology
Will drive you insane
The continuous changes,
It is a lot of pain…

No one writes a letter,
The old-fashioned way.

Technology is gradually                      
Leading us astray.

It has made life easy,
It saves a lot of time,

It saves a lot of manpower,
But it still costs a cool dime!

           Daivik Reddy Ravi, Grade VIII E

An Acrostic Poem.
S: Straight Foreword
O: Optimism
C: Co-operation
 I: Interaction Ability
A: Assertion
L: Listen Actively
S: Sharing
K: Kindness
I: Integrability
L: Leadership
L: Learn to accept criticism

S: Smile :)

               Rachana Reddy M, Grade X G
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Hope is the way to Happiness!

Hope is the need of the hour,
To overcome the fear of losing 
near and dear.
Difficult times are here,
don’t you worry, good times are near!
This pandemic makes you weaker,
Hope makes you stronger.
We are all in this together,
Hope shall soon make our lives better!
Hope of going back to school,
Hope of meeting my friends,
Hope of learning and growing together,
Keeps me going every hour!

                     Saadhvi Pola, Grade VI E

Building wings

Grand Prix

It’s lights out and away we go 

Will Mercedes again steal the show? 

Oh no, Hamilton’s onto the grass 

Because the Rosberg won’t let him pass.

It looks like history is in the making 

But first some bullish overtaking 

Ricciardo claims to have done no wrong

Neither at racing nor at ping pong.

Now it’s Verstappen’s turn to defend 

With the Iceman behind him to the end 

And while no hair grows on his chin 

Verstappen takes his maiden win.
                                                                                                               
                                           Sathvika, Grade IX B

Shriya Thanniru, Grade VII E
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Pining For The 90’s
When the backstreet boys wanted it that 
way And Nysnc just wanted us back;
When Josie Grossy was Prom Queen
And Laney Boggs was All That.
When Julia Roberts was just a girl,
Standing in front of a boy;
When Tarzan wooed Jane
And Pixer gave us more toys.
When Blink 182 forgot their age again
And Macy couldn’t quite say goodbye;
Hence we daren’t mention Fight Club
And we’ve seen too much American Pie.
When Baz urged us to wear sunscreen,
Dance and be kind to our knees;
While Five told us to Keep on Movin’
And Cher taught us to Believe.
When Destiny’s child just wanted someone 
To pay their Bills, Bills, Bills 
And all Britney wanted wasba sign;
When Christina was unleashed from a 
bottle Back in the glorious years of 90s
Take me back to that precious time
Before the century turned 
and millennium arrived
Take me back to the much simpler time!

Arya Baldwa, Grade XI C

When you say you are in it together, are 
you really together?

Friends! What exactly are they? Are they just people 
who help you pass time when you are bored? Obvious-
ly, not! Friends are supposed to help you when
you need them the most when you’re going through 
something tough. Everyone needs someone to confide 
in, someone who can hear all their problems without 
complaining, someone who gives them advice when 
asked and a hug when needed. But are they just lim-
ited to that? When we get angry or upset, we tend to 
take it out on people who we’re close to thinking they 
won’t mind since they’re our best friends. They won’t 
mind.... right? But is this always the case? Of course 
not. Whenever we take out our anger on our friends 
or anyone who is close to us, we tend to think they will 
understand us and move past it, but what we don’t 
know is how much it affects the other person. We 
absolutely cannot make anyone our punching bag for 
us to confide our anger. It’s a very popular opinion that 
people who’re close to us are supposed to  acknowl-
edge our vexation. But that’s not always the case. You 
can always share your problems with them calmly, 
shouting once or twice by mistake is okay but when 
done everytime, it becomes a habit. 

Aarni Ravi Pallod, Grade XI B

For a better Tomorrow

It’s lights out and away we go 

Will Mercedes again steal the show? 

Oh no, Hamilton’s onto the grass 

Because the Rosberg won’t let him pass.

It looks like history is in the making 

But first some bullish overtaking 

Ricciardo claims to have done no wrong

Neither at racing nor at ping pong.

Now it’s Verstappen’s turn to defend 

With the Iceman behind him to the end 

And while no hair grows on his chin 

Verstappen takes his maiden win.
                                                                                                               
                                           Sathvika, Grade IX B

Rushika Devi Challagulla, Grade VII A

Ridhi G., Grade X E
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Deadlines...... 

‘You get one life only. It was really our responsibility to live it 
as thoroughly as possible.’
Average human lifespan is about 75 years, that’s 900 months 
and even in that time, we spend most of the time pleasing 
people who aren’t someone we connect too much. We waste 
our days covering thousands of rows with excel sheets or 
working hard on things that we may not like to do but have 
to. And so, your mind feels sluggish as you turn 75 and your 
legs feel tired, what you have is regrets. The worries about 
what you could have done in those 900 months, all the 
journeys you could have taken and all the things that aren’t 
ticked on your wish list when you really wanted them to be, 
will be your regrets later. 

We keep seeking pleasure in many materialistic things that 
won’t really make us feel good, but might give us a feeling of 
fulfilment, like a brand-new iPhone or a pair of Gucci 
sneakers. In doing these things, we get so confused that we 
forget about true pleasure. The pleasure of falling in love, or 
the satisfaction of simply lying down and chatting with our 
family and friends.
You won’t recall when you got your first phone or the most 
expensive pair of sneakers when you’re old and weak, but 
you might remember just what you talked about with your 
friends that night. Between Monday and Friday, we get so 
wrapped up with life that we forget about enjoying ourselves 
on those Saturday mornings.

We get so tired of the schedule and the deadlines that we 
forget of our life’s greatest deadline, the deadline of us, our 
life. It’s alright to miss a deadline or two once in a while just 
to take a break, or it’s all right to just sit and occasionally 
take time for yourself. Learn forgiveness. Learn to live. Learn 
to laugh with your mates, for these moments will be the only 
thing that will give you the courage to stay alive.

Aarush M. Shah, Grade X C
     

Everyone is searching

for the missing piece in life.

Each one yearning for,

A Glimpse of happiness,

A burst of joy and a little hug.

But no one truly is happy nowadays,

Everyone wants to be happy 

themselves,  

Each one says, “I want to be happy”.

But they never truly realise

Happiness is just a state of mind,

“I” stands for selfishness,

“Want” for desire,

Remove both from your life.

And finally, you are just left with “Happy”

True happiness is never divisible 

for We can only be happy 

when those around us are happy.

Humans are queer creatures,

Searching for happiness in their 

surroundings,

When true happiness lies within them-

selves. 

        

           Pranav Deshmukh, Grade X G

What is Happiness ?

Profound
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The Beauty and Power of Penmanship
Expressing thoughts & creativity through writing is an art that 
can be dated back thousands of years, and good handwriting 
was considered an advantageous skill for many generations. 
But has it become a lost art? And, if so, can the skill ever be 
resurrected?  

The digital age has undoubtedly improved our lives in a wide 
array of areas, but it has come at a cost. The likelihood of 
picking up a pen or pencil is at an all time low. Despite being 
great for your memory, very few people tend to write with ink. 
Instead, everything has become digitalized, sending emails 
has replaced the art of letter writing. To do lists or notetaking 
also has an app equivalent. While there are a lot of advan-
tages of penmanship capabilities of an average person, many 
people would still question whether it truly matters. Similarly, 
large sections of the population would suggest that it’s merely 
another sign of a conscious and significant shift towards the 
digital age.  

Nevertheless, there is something special about the unique-
ness and individuality of a person’s writing while we all under-
stand the same codes, symbols, and identifiers, we all express 
ourselves in a slightly different way.

On a separate but related note, digitally written documents 
are monotonous and tend to have little or no sentimental 
effect. Handwritten letters are very precious and remain as 
keepsakes. Furthermore, despite our constant reliance on 
technology, there are times when you cannot get to a tech 
device. Writing is also scientifically linked to good hand-to-eye 
coordination while it can also be an indicator of an 
individual’s capacity to learn. There are several ways to 
consciously take responsibility and become more confident 
with a pen in your hand. Keeping a diary, going back to tra-
ditional shopping lists, writing cards rather than choosing  
personalized online designs, and dedicating a few minutes to 
writing each day can have a truly positive impact. Even with 
some institutes fighting to preserve the art of handwriting, the 
truth of the matter is that we all need to take personal 
responsibility. Now is the time to make it happen.

Shakthi Abinaya Vignesh, Grade IX C

We All are One 
Our India has 8 union territories 
and 28 diverse states. 
But all who live in India 
are friendly mates.
 
Different culture we discover, 
Every culture we admire, 
The significance of unity 
can just inspire, 
Even all our states have different attire! 

We all have different tastes
And we eat on different plates. 
We all pour 
scrumptious bastes to 
satisfy our diverse tastes! 

Even though everybody 
has different styles, 
Everyone still gives 
happiness in their smiles!

Circumstances may change someone, 
Reveal your heritage to everyone! 
We should be proud of our country and 
the way we all dance together 
mercifully!

  
                Saanvi Patra, Grade VII E
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Geopolitics Of 2020

Do you remember those dreams where you are almost about to get an award but the dream 

breaks? Life is also something like that. The honourable titles and respect you have earned in 

this life are not what you can take with you to the afterlife. Many people believe in life after 

death. They classify life after death in two ways, depending on where it will go, hell or heaven. 

The meaning of ‘hell’ from the urban dictionary is a place regarded in various religions as a 

spiritual realm of evil and suffering, often traditionally depicted as a place of perpetual fire 

beneath the earth where the wicked are punished after death. The meaning of heaven is a 

place regarded in various religions as the abode of God (or the Gods) and the angels, and of 

the good after death, often traditionally depicted as being above the sky. So how is it decided 

where will our souls go? It depends upon our KARMA. On the same topic, I am presenting to 

you a story.

A wealthy businessman was very greedy of his possessions. He would treat other people as 

though they were worthless. Once a sage visited him, the sage demanded help, the business-

man was very unkind and declined for the help. The sage told him that, because of his unkind 

karmas he wouldn’t be able to take any of his wealth with him after death. The businessman 

said confidently, “I would surely find a way to take all my wealth with me“.

After this, the greedy man started asking and searching for ways to take his wealth. After 

many years of struggle he found the same sage besides an orphanage. The man asked, “Oh! 

Sage, could you please help me. I am unable to find someway to take my wealth with me af-

ter death. The sage simply laughed and said,“When you go to different countries what do you 

do with your money?” He replied, ”I change the currencies.”  “Yes, the same way to change 

your currency to take after death is doing good and helping deeds like helping the needy peo-

ple.” Since that day, the businessman started using all his money to help out others.

Divyanka Rai, Grade VIII G

How to change currency ?
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It is commonly shared that households using candles, kerosene lamps as a sole lighting 
source while cooking on three-stone-fires are considered to be energy poor. However, there 
is no such agreement on what improvement in energy services is required to make “a step 
up”, ending energy poverty? Almost all households, even the poorest ones, have access to 
any kind of electricity at least in the form of dry cell batteries to run a torch or a small radio. 
However, these households would certainly not be considered to have access to electricity 
in a broad sense. Can these small systems be considered as access to modern energy sys-
tems? Or should “access” mean to have enough electric power to run for example a refrig-
erator and other household appliances? What level of access should be aimed for, if we talk 
about “universal access”? Access to sustainable modern energy services underpins health, 
education and livelihoods and increases resilience to climate change. To increase access to 
modern energy an ‘evidence base’ can be built for advocacy work with government, busi-
ness, and civil society. Developing this kind of evidence also facilitates advocacy in the policy 
arena and catalyzes change in policy and practice. By building dialogue and problem-solving 
capacities among stakeholders and promoting good practice – and learning from failure – it 
would stimulate the replication and ‘scaling up’ of effective technologies and approaches. UN 
General Assembly declared 2012 as the International Year of Sustainable Energy for All in an 
effort to catalyse engagement to eliminate energy poverty, and a new High-Level Group on 
Sustainable Energy for All has been formed to, inter alia, present an Action Agenda to tackle 
the issue. While international attention has increased of late, countries suffering from acute 
energy poverty have been addressing the issue for decades. Thus, there is myriad action at 
the national and sub-national levels to promote access to modern energy. 

Key benefits of modern energy.
• Renewable energy emits no or low greenhouse gases.  
• Renewable energy emits no or low air pollutants. 
• Renewable energy comes with low costs. 
• Renewable energy creates jobs.  
• Renewable energy makes the energy system resilient. 
• Renewable energy is secure.

                                                                                                       Aditya Chandrashekar, Grade IX D

Affordable, Reliable, Sustainable
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The Khalifa in Turkey
Was removed from his throne.
And to war
Things had to get prone.

The Ali Brothers (1920) 
started in India.
Protesting on behalf of the ruler,
When Congress & Hindus joined in
Things had to get cooler.

17 Oct but 1920
Was considered Khilafat Day.
That is, two days,
Before my birthday. 

5 Feb 1922,
Protests in UP began. 
But British police fired
Peasants attacked & ran.

Gandhi shocked at violence
Called off the important 
movement.
And 6 years of imprisonment 
Was given in “conclude-ment”.

1922 Dec,
Swaraj Party was formed.
And questions to the Congress,
M. Nehru did hasn’t bombed.

Their agenda was
To gain more seats, 
In the central govt.
And swaraj that defeats.

1924-HSRA,
Came into being
Chandrashekhar Azad 
and Bhagat Singh.

1927 Nov,
Simon comes to India.
This brought protesters,
In India not Syria.

Many firings began,
Lathi charges too.
Many were hurt badly,
Lala Lajpat among few.

1927 Dec,
Ram Bismil & Co. were hanged.
This strengthened our resolve
And our bow strings twanged.

17 Nov 1928,
A demise.
Lala succumbs to injuries
And a plan Indian’s device.

1928 a constitution 
For fundamental rights demanded.
But the British refused
Their plans quite guarded.

1929 March,
Bhagat Singh killed.
And mutiny and rage
In Indians it filled.

1929 Dec, 
Purna Swaraj developed. 
Patriotism flourished
And over the citizens it enveloped.

12 March 1930, 
Gandhi initiated civil disobedience.
Unlike the non-cooperation,
It was not to his convenience.

Nationalist Movement 

Gandhi came to India,
His eyes spread out in horror.
It was 1915,
When he became an Indian reformer.

At Champaran (1916),
He fought for Indigo planters.
At Ahmedabad (1918),
He fought the British - 
the non-granters.

Might I mention Gandhi’s specialty? 
He fought with no violence.
Truth was his sword
And his scabbard - non-violence.

He fought in Kheda
For poor farmers and peasants.
He had little success 
But that was the present.

6 Feb 1919,
The Rowlatt Act was passed.
Many opposed the act,
Gandhi went on a fast.

The act stated an Indian
Could be jailed without trial.
Without a warrant, 
They could seize any file.

6 April 1919,
A peaceful protest began.
Hartals and Lathi charges occurred
And firing bullets sang.

13 April 1919
A crowded park was set on fire,
Jallianwala Bagh - Amritsar
Was ordered by General Dyer.
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1927 Nov,
Simon comes to India.
This brought protesters,
In India not Syria.

Many firings began,
Lathi charges too.
Many were hurt badly,
Lala Lajpat among few.

1927 Dec,
Ram Bismil & Co. were hanged.
This strengthened our resolve
And our bow strings twanged.

17 Nov 1928,
A demise.
Lala succumbs to injuries
And a plan Indian’s device.

1928 a constitution 
For fundamental rights demanded.
But the British refused
Their plans quite guarded.

1929 March,
Bhagat Singh killed.
And mutiny and rage
In Indians it filled.

1929 Dec, 
Purna Swaraj developed. 
Patriotism flourished
And over the citizens it enveloped.

12 March 1930, 
Gandhi initiated civil disobedience.
Unlike the non-cooperation,
It was not to his convenience.

6 April (same year),
He broke the salt laws.
By making salt,
After reaching Dandi, he broke the laws.

Many followed suit,
Gandhi their inspirational leader.
There was no twitter,
Otherwise, Gandhi would be a tweeter.

1935 Govt. of India Act
Refused Purna Swaraj.
They declared states as British
And not of the Maharaj.

In 1937,
Congress won majority.
Except Punjab and Bengal
Where there was a minority.

1940,
Pakistan was demanded.
But Congress refused
One nation they commanded.

8 Aug 1942, 
Quit India Movement became the curfew.

1943 Subhash reached Singapore
Where he rounded an army bigger than 
Manipur.

1945 he reached India
With 40,000 troops.
But Bose was defeated
History falling in loops.

1946,
British promised India would be free
So a cabinet mission was dispatched
From Britain, along with cups of tea.

16 August 1946 
Was Direct Action Day.
Many thousands were killed,
Religion leading us astray.

Sept 1946,
An interim govt. was formed.
But only in October
Did Muslim League come.

March 1947,
Mountbatten assumes power.
The regal status and bearing
A royal towering tower.

                                

June 1947,
He partitions India.
To make two nations - 
Pakistan and Bharat.

15 August 1947,
Needs no explanation.
I’m glad we’re a free nation
Of secular pollination.

                                Adhvai, VIII D

A WOMAN? NO, A CONQUEROR

People set her on fire,
The burns healed. Her heart didn’t.
Another day a different war,
She prayed for the strength to fight one more.
Her angel eyes saw the good in many devils,
Yet found peace in her own storms.
She has a heart as golden as the sun,
battles the norms society runs.
Being both emotional and strong,
having the choice to be bold and speak up,
yet chooses the Moon as her home
when she is all alone.

It’s time to pick up the intensity,
if there is a change, let it come.
She said, “What is stronger than a woman’s heart,
which shatters over and over, and still lives?”
She thought, “Life is more than those broken dreams,
maybe one would fly higher with the damaged wings.”
She is her own strength.
Alone, by herself, she overcame it all,
A woman? No, a conqueror.
                                                   
                                                       Renee Kapadia, Grade XII D
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Abhinaya Gadi, Grade VII E

Ashar Hussain, Grade II BAdvithi P., Grade VIII DDhruv Agarwal, Grade VIII G

Dhun Goel, Grade VIII E

Tia, Grade I B Anvi Agarwal, Grade VII F

Master Strokes
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Naiesha Gujjar, Grade VIII B Sachin, Grade III A

Anvita, Grade III A

Aarush V., Grade IX EMyra Nagpal, Grade I A

Aadhya Neelekantam, Grade VI C

Rashi Rahul Newaskar, Grade IX F

Aniridh Singh Yadav, Grade VII F

Ahana Chanda, Grade VII C 

Charvi Jain, Grade IX E
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అమ్మ 

అమ్మపే్రమ్ చల్ల న 
అమ్మ మాట తీయన 

అమ్మ ఒడి వెచచన 
అమ్మ పిలుపు కమ్మన 

అమ్మమాట మెల్ల న 
అమ్మ మ్నసు మెత్త న 

అమ్మ చూపె దీవెన 
అమ్మకు మించిన పే్రమ్ లేనే లేదు. 

- సజ్జ ల్ అన్వితారెడిి, 3ఏ 
 
 

వారా్త పతి్రక ఆత్మకథ 
హాయ్ పిల్ల లూ! నాప్రరు ఏమటో మీకు తెలుసా? మీ ఇింటోల  పెద్ద వాళ్ళు లేవగానే  
నాకోసిం ఎదురుచూసాత రు. అవును నేను వార్తత పతే్రకను. ననుు చాలా వరకు 
పెద్ద వాళ్ళు చదువుతారు. మీరెై తే అసలు ముటట నే ముటట రు. కానీ నేను మీకోసిం మ్ించి 
మ్ించి కథల్ను తీసుకువసాత ను. పేత్ర ఆదివారిం బొమ్మలు గీయించుకొన్వ 
తీసుకువసాత ను. ఐనా సరే ననుు ముటట రు. మీ ఉపాధ్యాయుర్తలు చెపిినప్పుడు 
మాతే్మే చదువుతారు. మీకు తెలియన్వ పేశ్ుల్కు జ్వాబులు నా ద్గ్గ ర ఉింటాయ. 
రోజు ననుు చదివితే మీకు తెలివి పెరుగుతింది. అలాగే వాతావరణిం, కే్రడలు, 
ర్తజ్క్రయాల్ వారత లు గురించి కూడా తెలుసుత ింది. ద్యచేసి ఇపిటి నుిండై నా ననుు 
చద్విండి. సరేనా! టాటా!      

- అనుముర్తజు పేహర్్ష, 4ఏ 
 
 వదిలెయ్యవా! 

ఓ కరోనా! మ్మ్మలిు వదిలెయావా! 
 నీవు వచిచన ద్గ్గ ర నుిండి బయటకు వెళ్ుడాన్వకి భయిం.  
మేము బడికి వెళ్ళు రెిండు సింవత్సర్తలెై ింది.  
బడి గురించి ఆలోచిస్తత  నాకు గుర్తత చేచ మొద్టి జా్ఞపకిం  
నేను, మా స్తుహితలు కలిసి ఆడుకోవడిం.  
బడిలోకి ఒకకరోజు కూడా అడుగు పెటట కుిండా చేశావు.  
టి. వి. ముిందు కూరుచింటే నీ వారత లే,  
ప్రపర్ష తెరస్తత  నీగురించే,  
మాసుకలు పెట్టట కోకుిండా ఉిండాల్న్వ ఉింది.   
కానీ పెట్టట కోకపోతే కష్జజట ిం. ఓ కరోనా!  
ఇక ఈ భూమన్వ, మ్మ్మలిు వదిలెయావా! 
                                                        నాగ్దేవికా రెడిి, 5ఇ. 
 
 

అన్నదాత్ 
రెై తే మ్న దేశాన్వకి అనుదాత్  
వారు లేకపోతే మ్నకు లేదు అనుమక 
ర్తతే్రింబవళ్ళు, రెకకలు ముకకలు చేసి 
మ్న ఆకలి తీరుస్తత , చేతలు కాయలు కాస్తలా 
ఎింతో కష్జట పడతాడు. 
అత్న్వ కష్జట ిం వరణ ించే శ్కిత  ఏ భాష్జకు లేదు 
సై రకుడు అలిగితే, పింటలు పిండిించకపోతే 
మ్ల్మ్ల్ మాడిపోతింది దేశ్ిం 
ఆకలితో త్ల్ల డిలుల తారు జ్నిం 
అింద్ర ఆకలిబాధను తీరేచది రెై తే అయనా 
అత్నే ఎన్ను కష్టట ల్ను ఎదుర్తకింట్టనాుడు 
అత్రవృష్టట , అనావృష్టట , నాసిరకిం విత్త నాల్ వింటి 
రకరకాల్ సమ్సాల్తో సత్మ్త్మౌతనాుడు కాపుబిడి. 
కృష్టకుడి బాధల్ను ఎవరు పటిట ించుకుింటారు? 
హాలికున్వ యడుముల్ను ఎవరు పరష్జకరసాత రు? 
అిందుకే మ్నమ్ింద్రిం కలిసి 
రెై త కష్టట ల్ను, సమ్సాల్ను పరష్జకరించాలి. 
దేశాన్వకి వెన్నుముకగా ఉను రెై తకు 
సుఖ సింతోష్టల్ను పించాలి.  

 - ధనా పేసాద్, 8డి 

అమ్మ 
మా అమ్మ ఉష్జ. పేత్రరోజూ కొత్త  పాఠిం చెప్రి అమేమ నా మొద్టి 
గురువు.  సల్హాలు ఇచేచ మొద్టి కౌన్వసల్ర్ష మా అమ్మ. ఆమె 
నా హృద్యిం, నా ఆత్మ. పేత్రసారీ నా కోసిం పరత్పిసుత ింది. 
ఆమె నా బాధను సానుభూత్రతో ఆరథ ిం చేసుకొన్వ, సహాయిం 
చేసుత ింది. ఆమే నాకు వెన్నుముక. మా అమ్మ త్న పే్రమ్ను 
కూడా కలుపుతూ రుచికరమెై న వింట చేసుత ింది. అమామ ఈ 
సిందేశ్ిం నీ కోసమే, నా మొద్టి పద్ిం అమ్మ మ్రయు నా 
చివర పద్ిం కూడా నీ కోసమే అమామ, I నువిింటే నాకింతో 
ఇష్జట ిం అమామ!!!!  

 - శే్రయ కాసరగ్డి, 8 డి. 
 

తెలుగువిభాగము
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 అమ్మమ నాన్న 
అమామ నాను లేకపోతే మ్నము లేము 
అమ్మ మ్నకు విలువలు ఇస్తత  
నాను మ్నకు లోకజా్ఞనిం పించుతారు. 
అమ్మ మ్నన్వ నవమోసాలు మోస్తత  
నాను జీవిత్మ్ింతా వెనుుద్నుులా న్వలుసాత డు. 
అప్పుడప్పుడు  
అమామనానుల్ మ్ింద్లిింపులు బాధించినా 
అవి మ్న భావిభవిత్కు బింగ్రుబాటలే 
మ్న కింటినీరు వార మ్నసుకు రింపపుకోత్. 
మ్న నవుిలే వార చిింత్లు తీరేచ చిరుజ్లుల లు. 
మ్న ఎదుగుద్ల్నే వారకి ఎల్ల లు లేన్వ 
ఆనింద్ిం.                 - అద్ై ిత్ర పెనకల్పాటి, 8 డి. 

 

కరోనా 
కరోనా కరోనా… 
నా కసికళ్ల లోనా 
ఎకకడ చూసిన నువ్వినా 
సల్వ్వ చెపివా 
రింగులెన్ను మ్రచ  
ర్తట్టదేలి పోయావా 
భూగోళ్ిం అింతా చుటాట వా 
కోవకిసన్, కోవిషీలి్డ తీసుకునాు 
మా జీవితాల్లో సింతోష్జిం లేదు. 
అన్వుింటిన్వ జా్ఞపకాలుగా మారచన  
కరోనా కరోనా… 
నువెిప్పుడలిల  పోతావ్వ  
  – ధృవ్ సాయ కొమ్మల్ రెడిి, 9డి. 
 సదిినియోగం 

దేవున్వ వరిం పిందిన భాగ్ావింతలు కొింద్రు 
దేవున్వ వరిం పింద్న్వ అభాగుాలు కొింద్రు 
వరింపిందిన వారు గ్రిింతో విరేవీగారు. 

పింద్న్వ వారు బాధతో నరకయాత్న 
పడుతనాురు. 

ఇింత్క్ర ఏమటీ వరిం? 
ఈ వరమే ఆహారిం మ్న కడుపు న్వింప్ర ఆహారిం 
పసిపిల్ల లు పట్టట డనుిం లేక అలాల డిపోతనాురు. 
న్వరుప్రద్లు కూడులేక నీరసిించిపోతనాురు. 

వృదుు లు త్రిండిలేక వెై కుింఠాన్వకి వెడలిపోతనాురు. 
వరిం పిందిన భాగ్ావింతలార్త  

ఈ వర్తన్వు సదిిన్వయోగ్ిం చేసుకోిండి.  
ఆహార్తన్వు వృధ్య చేయకిండి. 

ప్రద్ల్కు దానిం చేసి పుణాిం కట్టట కోిండి. 
- అనుింర్తజు శే్ర జా్ఞనపేస్తన, 9 ఏ 

  

చదువు 
చదువు చదువు చదువు 
తెలివిన్వ పెించేది చదువు 

మ్న కడుపు న్వింప్రది చదువు 
మ్ించి న్వల్కడ ఇచేచది చదువు 
సమాజ్ింలో గొపిగ్ న్వలిప్రది 

చదువు 
ప్రద్రకాన్వు రూపుమాప్రది 

చదువు. 
అిందుకే  

చదువు చదువు చదువు 
- గోటేటి వెై ష్జణ వి, 9ఏ. 

 
 

కొతా్త్రం 
ర్తవాలి కొత్త త్రిం 

ర్తజ్ఞాన్వు ముిందుకు నడిపె త్రిం 
సాిరథ ిం మానే త్రిం 

పద్వికి దాసోహమ్నన్వ త్రిం 
ఇింటికే పరమత్ిం కాన్వ త్రిం 
అడుగ్డుగుక్ర పోర్తట పటిమ్ 

నేరిగ్ల్ త్రిం 
సతాాన్వకై  గొింత విప్రి కొత్త త్రిం 

ర్తవాలి  
- రుషీల్డ ఆళ్ు, 9ఇ. 

 
 కరోనా 

కల్లోన్నై నా, ఇల్లోన్నై నా    
అనుకునాుమా ఎవిరమెై నా 

అట్టనుించెై నా, ఇట్టనుించెై నా 
కబళ్ళసుత ింద్న్వ చెై నా కరోనా 

భయపడుతనాు, బలి 
అవుతనాు 

ద్య చూపిిందా ఏకాసై నా 
పనులెనుునాు, పెై సాకనాు 

మ్నుగ్డ కోసిం పేాణిం మను  
అిందుకే  

త్నశుభేతే త్న సిరగ ము 
త్న త్రరుగుడే నరకమ్ిండుు  

వినర్త మ్న్వష్ట 
వి. లోన్వితా రెడిి, 9ఇ. 

 
 

కరోనా 
పుటిట ింది ఊహాన్ లో  

పెరగిింది చెై నాలో  
పాకిింది విశ్ిింలో 

చింపిింది మ్న్వష్టలో రోగ్న్వరోద్క 
శ్కిత న్వ 

చేరచింది యమ్లోక యాతే్కి  
అింతలేన్వ రోగాన్వకి అింత్ింలేదా 
- సాిత్ర నాగ్సాయ వెలాల ల్, 9ఇ.  

 
 

ఆలోచంచండి 
భూతాపిం పేపించ సమ్సా. ఈ విష్జయిం గురించి తెలిసినా ఎవరక్ర పటిట ింపులేదు. 
సముదే్ములో ఉిండే కొన్వు దీవులు గ్డచిన ముపెై ి సింవత్సర్తల్లోనే  
మున్వగిపోతనాుయ. ముపెై ి సింవత్సర్తల్లోనే ఇలా జ్రగితే త్రువాత్ త్ర్తల్కు ఈ 
పేపించిం మగులుతిందా? ఈ అింద్మెై న పేపించాన్వు నాశ్నిం చేస్త హకుక 
మ్నకవరచాచరు? మ్న ముిందు త్ర్తల్ కొరకు గొపి గొపి ఆవిష్జకరణలు 
చేయనవసరిం లేదు. ఈ అింద్మెై న లోకాన్వు పాల సిట క్ లేకుిండా, కాలుష్జాిం లేకుిండా 
అిందిించ గ్లిగితే చాలు.                                                             సింహిత్ ల్క్ష్మణ్ గ్ద్ద , 9జి. 
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काम  करो 
कुछ  काम  करो 
बड़ा  नाम  करो 

मन को  शाांत  करो  || 
इतने  पौधे  कौन लगाते ! 
यह  है माली का  काम | 

बहादरु हो जाते  यह करत े करत े
हो  जाती है  शाम  | 

इतने  लुटेरे  कौन  है  पकड़त े
यह  है  पुललस  का  काम 

खुश हो  जाते यह  करत ेकरते 
हो  जाती है  शाम  | 

कुछ  भी  करोगे  एक बार 
होजाएगा आपका  काम  | 

कबीर गुप्ता, 5ए. 
 

सकारात्मक सोच 
सकारात्मक सोच 
सकारात्मक सोच 

सकारात्मक सोच सोच | 
नकारात्मक नकारात्मक 
मत - सोच मत - सोच 

अच्छा सोचोगे तो, 
अच्छा पाओगे | 
बुरा सोचोगे तो, 
बुरा पाओगे | 

सोच अच्छी हो तो, 
जीत लमलेगी | 
सोच बुरी हो तो, 
हार लमलेगी | 

सकारात्मक सोच 
सकारात्मक सोच 
सकारात्मक सोच 

नकारात्मक नकारात्मक 
मत - सोच मत - सोच 
अवंतिका श्रीवास्तत्व, 5सी 

  

हाय रे बीिा साल 
हाय रे यह बीता साल 

क्या-क्या तुमने ककया कमाल, 
सही-गलत पहचान कराया, 
जीवन का मोल समझाया, 

घर में थे हम बैठे, 
ख़ुशी खुशी भोजन करते, 
गरीब असहाय रोते बैठे, 
रोटी की आस लगात,े 

हम उठते आशा के साथ, 
गरीब की रात कटती चचांता के साथ, 

अब करदो कुछ ऐसा कमाल, 
कोई न सोये भूखा पेट 

नए साल में उम्मीद जगाओ! 
लोगों के ददल में दया भरदो! 
तब होगा सच में कमाल, 

जीवन होगा सब का खुशहाल! 
- रजित स िंग गोर, 9िी. 

जीवन 
चलो! हँसने की कोई 

वजह ढँूढ़ते हैं, 
जजधर न हो कोई गम, 
वो जगह ढँूढ़ते हैं | 
आसमानों के सपने 

हालसल करने से  पहले, 
जमीन पर कुछ 
खुलशयाँ ढँूढ़ते हैं | 
सांग यारों के कुछ 
वक्त बबताएँ, 

यादों की झोली भरें | 
दनुनया में खुलशयों की 
एक लहर फैलाएँ | 
हर जीवन को एक 
स्वगग बनाएँ | 

चलो! हँसने की कोई 
वजह ढँूढ़ते हैं | 

खुलशयों का इन्द्रधनुष 
बनाते हैं | 

- अिुनु केदार वाग, 5 ी 
 

'प्रकृतत' 
हम इस माता की, 
गोंद में सोते हैं, 
हम इससे फल, 

फूल और सब्जी लेते हैं। 
जब हम लालच कुछ 
ज़्यादा करते हैं, 

तब हम इस जननी को खोते हैं। 
यह अंबा ससखाती है 
हमें बहुत कुछ, 

कक जो कृतघ्न हैं, 
वे हैं तुच्छ, 

और कक जो धन है हमारा, 
दसूरों के सलये 

उपयोग करना है सारा। 
धरती मााँ, 
आजकल 

बहुत कम ददखाई दे रही है, 
क्योंकक वह हमारी वजह से 

नष्ट हो रही है। 
वह है धरती की एक कृतत, 

इस जननी का नाम है प्रकृतत। 
- समत्रववदंा नरुमंचच, 7डी 

 

तुझे मेरा  लाम है 
 

सरहद के चट्टानों से, 

देशभक्क्त क्या होती है, 

पूछो इस देश के वीर जवानो स।े 
ससर झकुाया नहीं भले ही, 
अपने प्राण गवाएं हें 

ऐसे वीर जवानो को है मेरा प्रणाम। 
जब वह देश चैन से सोता है, 

तब वह पहरदारी करत ेहै, 

जागकर वह हमें सुलाया करत ेहै। 
दशु्मनों को मार भगाए सरहद से, 

मेरे देश की रक्षा करने वाले 

सैतनक तुझे मेरा सलाम है! 

-  िंस्कृतत, 10ई. 

दहदंी ववभाग  
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Quand je serai grande… - Anjali Narayan, 9F  
Nous aimons imaginer à quoi ressemblera l'avenir, nous pensons à quel travail nous aurons, où nous vivrons, les rêves et les objectifs que nous 
aurons, etc. Ces pensées peuvent soit nous exciter, soit nous faire vivre une vague d'émotions, parfois celui de la panique. Il est important de 
savoir que tous les choix que nous faisons aujourd'hui peuvent avoir un effet durable sur notre avenir.  Il est donc important que nous vivions 
notre vie du mieux que nous le pouvons. Nous devons travailler dur pour réaliser nos rêves. Pour vraiment réussir, nous devons suivre les 7 
étapes importantes :  
Étape 1 : Connaissez votre objectif!  → Étape 2 : Impliquez-vous! → Étape 3 : Faites des ajustements! → Étape 4 : Soyez cohérent! → 
Étape 5 : Réfléchissez au progrès! → Étape 6 : Soyez fier de vous même! → Étape 7 : N’abandonnez jamais!   

En pratiquant cette courte routine, nous pouvons vraiment faire une différence dans nos vies!  

 
 Quel est le pronom «iel» et pourquoi y a-t-il une controverse derrière cela?    
 
Un débat public animé sur la langue est une passion très française. Il n’est pas surprenant que l’édition en ligne du célèbre dictionnaire français Le Robert ait 
choisi d’inclure le pronom neutre « iel » – une combinaison des pronoms français « il » et « elle » qui correspond au singulier « they » en anglais – une furieuse 
controverse éclate.    
Quel sont le pronom «iel»?    
Cela signifie que si vous vous référez à quelqu’un en utilisant un pronom au lieu de son nom, vous pouvez utiliser «iel».    
Les gens font souvent des suppositions sur le sexe d’une autre personne en fonction de l’apparence ou du nom d’une personne, alors que le nom ou les pronoms 
n’indiquent pas nécessairement quoi que ce soit. L’inculcation des pronoms non sexistes est devenue un mouvement populaire surtout chez les jeunes au 21ème 
siècle. C’est précisément cette utilisation populaire qui a conduit Le Robert à lui créer une entrée.   
Des personnalités populaires, dont le député François Jolivet, le ministre de l’Éducation - Jean-Michel Blanquer, l’épouse du président - Brigitte Macron et le 
dictionnaire Larousse ont tourné en dérision l’initiative Robert, accusant le dictionnaire de succomber à « le wokisme » et le rejet de « iel » comme « un pseudo 
pronom ».    
Pourquoi y a-t-il controverse?    
1. Éric Gillaux, de Babbel, a déclaré qu’au moins une partie de cette question est utilisée pour influencer les électeurs avant les prochaines élections en Avril 
    2022.    
2. Thomas Liano, de Babbel, déclare : « C’est une question de société : …la conception française du genre est souvent très étroite. Même les personnes  
    progressistes ne savent pas quoi faire avec les identités non binaires »   
3. « Il n’est pas aussi facile d’intégrer « iel » en français que « they » en anglais. En français, le genre grammatical s’étend au-delà des pronoms aux adjectifs,  
    verbes, noms et participe passés. L’utilisation de "iel" laisse encore ouverte la question de ce qui doit être fait avec le reste de la phrase, structurellement 
    parlant, » dit Liano    
Quelle est la conclusion?    
Comme l’a expliqué Charles Bimbenet du Robert dans un communiqué de presse, « La mission du Robert est d’observer l’évolution d’une langue française en 
mutation ». Bimbenet a ajouté que la majorité des commentaires ont été positifs jusqu’à présent. Les jeunes sont plus susceptibles de soutenir le mouvement vers 
un français plus inclusif, tandis que les personnes âgées sont plus susceptibles de s’y opposer. En France, l’utilisation du nouveau mot reste limitée aux grandes 
villes.    
Les arguments des parties adverses sont solides. Il n’est pas clair où cette impasse mènera, ni ce que l’Académie française (une institution qui établit des normes 
linguistiques) pourrait faire.  
- Par: Neha Peri de 10C  

  
 

On a intégré l’art avec les 
études pour bien 
comprendre les prépositions 
dans la classe sixième.  
Voici un de ces dessins.    

 

 

 

Tara Gangwar, 8F F
R
E
N
C
H 
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My Mom is the Best!
Her love makes me feel so blessed.
She takes care of me, heals my pain! 
Her kind heart spreads smile again and again! 
With love, she caresses, and I feel peppy!
Her magical hug makes me happy!
She makes delicious food for us.
She makes me joyful when I fuss! 
She plays with me and my brother.
Her lap gives me warmth, nothing to bother! 
Whenever my mom hugs me, I chuckle in happiness.
My mom is the best and my heart is filled with thank-
fulness! 
I’ll never leave her no matter what! 
My love for her grows stronger than my favorite chest-
nut! 

Rhea Sen, C1 A

40

Happiness
Happiness is Peppa Pig.
Happiness is puddles.
Happiness is bedtime.
I get good night cuddles.

Happiness is family.
Happiness is friends.
Happiness is mummy’s love.
A love that never ends.

                      Varnika Singhal, C2 D

Ayan Ram Reddy, C2 D
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Four Seasons 
Four seasons,
all year.
can you guess what they are?
can you?
can you?
In the first one,
flowers blossoms
trees get new leaves
It’s Spring.
In the second one,
you will want to grab ice cold drink
and dive in the pool with friends
It’s Summer.
In the third one,
you will see red orange and yellow 
coloured leaves fallen in your back-
yard,
the sun will be beaming on your face 
as soon as you step out your cozy 
little house.
It’s Autumn.
In the fourth one 
you will like to get cozy in your fluffy 
blanket,
read a book with hot chocolate.
It’s Winter.

                                    Adwiti Jha, C3 E

Virtual Class Room
The first time COVID-19 made all the schools to close, 
the whole environment was changed and we were 
very sad for many days. My friends and I imagined and 
dreamed about our school reopening. Shortly, one 
school opened and all schools started reopening and 
that was the Virtual classroom where all schools includ-
ing ours used online platform temporarily. Now how to 
go there. 
Well, it’s simple, open your laptop or any device, 
choose a meeting app and then you can join your vir-
tual class. We felt like we didn’t come to actual school 
but felt happy to connect with all our school members. 
Right now, and then we are still enjoying our online 
classes so much. We had breakout sessions, then we 
had CCAs, Wellness Wednesdays, Drop Everything and 
Read sessions, common Assemblies, speaking task, 
Projects, Talent shows, POW-WOW etc. If we wouldn’t 
get a chance for virtual classrooms, we would miss all 
our classes and schools. Hope we get back to school 
quickly so that we can meet and greet everyone and 
have fun.

Thamogh Vemparala, C4 E

My Journey to Space
I love to watch and learn about stars, planet, galaxies 
and Milky Way. My love for space started when I was 
in Nursery. I learnt about them by watching videos on 
YouTube. My interest in space grew more when I saw 
a live planetarium show during summer holidays. My 2 
favourite things about space are supernova and Black 
hole. HD 100546b is the biggest planet in the universe. 
Uyscuti is the biggest star. Ic 1101 is the biggest galaxy.
Did you know the acronym MVEMJSUN stands for the 
order of planet of our solar system and can be remem-
bered by the mnemonic - My Very Eager Mother Just 
Served Us Nachos.  

Dakssh Vimal Mudaliar, C1 C

Vivid Expressions

Aryahi, C2 C
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Ancient India 
In the beginning, they called our 
land Jambudvipa, the land of the 
rose apple. We had snow-capped 
mountain ranges of the Himalayas 
in the North and the tumultuous 
waters of the Indian Ocean in the 
South. The soil was as fertile as 
could be and we sang, laughed and 
danced the whole time. This gener-
ous land was once named India, 
after a river, the Indus. And from 
the time of the Aryans, we call our 
country Bharatvarsha, after an Ary-
an tribe, the Bharatas. However, its 
earliest inhabitants named it after 
a fruit - the Jambu – the rose apple 
or jamun. So, since ancient times, 
India was Jambudvipa, or the is-
land of the rose apple. The ancient 
Indians were never keen to draw 
proper maps. In the Puranas, they 
said the world to be a flat disc with 
a mythical mountain called Meru 
and surrounding it were 7 islands 
and seas. These seas were said not 
just to be made of water, but also 
milk, treacle and ghee!

Navya Mathur, C5 D

Unique
We all are different but we are unique together. We are 
different from each other in thinking, creativity, talent 
and social behavior. Pooling up our talent together we 
are all unique. One of us is a singer, writer, dancer and 
an instrument player. When we combine all our talents, 
we give a unique performance. Our talent in studies 
is different in interest. One is interested in math other 
in science, language and general knowledge. When we 
combine our interests, we create a unique project with 
out talent!!!

Purvaja, C5 C

Wisps of Thoughts

Our shade 
What does it matter, the colour of our skin,
God did not think that our shade was a sin.

Some black and some brown, some tan and some white,
Some deep and some dull, some dark and some light.

Once broken up we are all the same,
Our heart, our lungs, our eyes, and veins.

The sun does not mind the colours of the flowers,
So why do we humans discriminate between ours?

Peace and equality is all we desire, 
For the last time, let us end this fire.

Quite a petty topic, I must say, 
I wonder why this is a debate to this day.

Khanak Surana, C8 A
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‘Life Without COVID’ 
We’ll soon awake to a world which is Covid free, 
Where we’re back to how it used to be. 
 
We’ll enjoy birthdays with chocolate cake, 
Which our mothers will lovingly make. 
 
We’ll play in the parks and slide and swing, 
We’ll tease each other and laugh and sing. 
 
We’ll be back to school blackboards and chalk, 
We’ll play pranks on each other and talk. 
 
We’ll work hard and study all day, 
Then we’ll go to the ground and play. 
 
We’ll wear our nice uniforms again, 
We’ll share each other’s joy and pain. 
 
We’ll still be careful and remember our tasks, 
We’ll not get too close, and we’ll wear our masks. 
 
But the masks cannot suppress our laughter, 
We’ll go back to the lives we lived hereafter! 

Maanav Vaidyanathan, C7 B

Eco-Friendly
Plants, Trees, and all this greenery, 
Is a treasure we must protect, 
This world is a beautiful scenery, 
That we must respect. 
This is a beautiful creation, 
That we CAN save, 
Its up to this generation, 
And to do that we all must be brave. 
We must give up all the plastics, 
And stop the cutting, 
It will be drastic, 
But the bad will finally be shutting. 
It’s time to be kind, 
And unbind our mind, 
And to your friends you must be 
friendly, 
But for the plants… It’s time to be 
eco-friendly. 

Mehek, C7 B

Reflections

Healthy Habits
Wake up early morning,
Exercise daily,
Eat fruits and vegetables,
Encourage outside play,
Read lots of books,
Pray to God,
Make new friends.

 Gudluru Devi Maanya Chowdary, C3 A

Vivaan Varma, C1 D
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Chills
Holding my breath, I tiptoed, not 
daring to make a sound that might 
wake them up. I could already feel 
the marble, slate and granite turning 
their heads as I walked past them. I 
looked down, petrified that if I looked 
up, I’d see something I don’t want to. 
I focused on the shattered pebbles 
hopping with each step I took. The 
sky was dark as ink, the moon hid-
ing behind an ominous cloud. Stop-
ping for a minute, I closed my eyes. A 
breeze rushed through me. Just a few 
more steps. The crunch of the gravel 
I stepped on broke the eerie silence. 
Walking the route with Dad was 
never this daunting; holding his hand 
as he guided me through. If only he 
were here. I took a deep breath in, 
inhaling the ghastly aura of the night. 
Wiping the sweat off my palms, I 
continued to trudge. The trees never 
hung so low; the stones never judged 
me. Why this time? A jolt of fear 
acquainted with me. I paused once 
again and knelt down. I couldn’t do it, 
not without Dad. I shivered, hugging 
myself - trying to keep myself warm. 
Tears raced down my face; frightened 
and unable to move anymore, I gave 
up.

Neha Thakkal, C8 C

Reverie...

Nostalgia
This room was the epitome of my childhood. I had spent 
years of my life within these walls - crying, laughing, 
loving, and reminiscing. My bedroom - or my childhood 
bedroom I should say, looked the same; for the dust 
gathering on the furniture. 

As I looked through the now dusty, grey images on my 
old desk, a specific frame caught my eye; it was an im-
age of me standing behind a cotton candy stall, eagerly 
staring at the pink sugar clouds.

I thought of the rushing excitement and giddiness I had 
experienced after first hearing that there was a type 
of candy - that looked like a cloud and was pink; it was 
quite a rarity for me to be obsessed with sweet delica-
cies, yet there I was.

Nostalgia choked me, draining my mind of all the inten-
sity it had accumulated, and filling it with new thoughts; 
thoughts of enjoying the breeze flowing through my 
hair, of going to the park and swinging on a swing with-
out having thoughts of paranoia, of being a child again.

Sharvina Srivastava, C7 D

Ishanvi Bhatia, C3 A
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Being Kind
Once up on a time, there was a lit-
tle boy name Kevin. He loved playing 
soccer and so he was playing outside 
his house. His mom called Kevin and 
said, “Kevin, let’s eat dinner.” Then, 
Kevin ran into his house, soon fin-
ished his dinner and went to sleep.
Next day morning, Mom called Kevin 
and said, “Kevin, it’s a holiday and I 
am calling Lizzy home to play with 
you.” Then, Kevin said, “ok mom.”  
The door bell rang ding dong. Lizzy 
was home. Then, Kevin was excited 
seeing Lizzy and hugged her and 
soon started playing soccer but Kevin 
accidentally kicked the ball at Lizzy’s 
face.  Lizzy went back home. Kevin 
was sad and ran back into his room.
Mom called Lizzy and the door bell 
said ding dong again. Then, Kevin 
went to see who was it and saw it was 
Lizzy. He hugged her and said, “Lizzy 
I am sorry for kicking the ball at your 
face.” And they were friends happily 
ever after.
Moral - Always play gently, say sorry if 
it is our mistake and be kind.

Sarayu Guda, C1 D

We’re Different - That’s Beautiful
When snowflakes appear during wintertime, they 
come in various sizes and shapes. Even we are like the 
snowflakes. Diversity makes for a rich tapestry, and we 
must understand that all the threads of the tapestry 
are equal in value no matter what their colour is. Each 
flower is beautiful in its unique way but also adds an 
array of contrasts to the garden. Similarly, we are dif-
ferent in some ways. We have a unique beauty in our 
inner and outer selves.
In our increasingly global culture diversity, we al-
ways think of society as a melting pot where different 
people blend as one. Let’s take the case of people in 
India, who are diverse, have varying languages, tradi-
tions and religions. Gandhiji, once sharing his views of 
harmony, said, “The way we reach to unity shows our 
beauty in diversity”. Even in the playground we interact 
with children from different background, ethnicities 
and regions. We learn a lot from each other. The dif-
ferences collectively unban our appreciation of many 
things that we may not know.
Even if people have physical disabilities, they may pass 
unique gifts or skills to fulfil their aims. It does not de-
pend on the family background appearance disabilities 
to sparkle. We all are good at something or another. 
We will do our best to succeed at it.
Companies around the world hire and encourage 
diverse people because of their varied knowledge and 
experience. Celebrating the difference in people goes 
a long way in enriching our learnings and building 
meaningful relationships. Even within classes, children 
who have different languages and backgrounds com-
bine their unique ideas in group work or presentation. 
Being different is just awesome. Embrace uniqueness 
and we can appreciate our own and other’s skills and 
learn more from our mistakes and wrong doings. 
Don’t go with the crowd! It’s the path less travelled by 
where all the hidden treasures lie.

                                             Dhikksha Paramasivam, C5 C

Voice Mode
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Treasures...

Vivikta Gupta, C6 D

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
I am a little girl but I believe I can also make a 
big difference by my small habits.

• Reduce: The use of things unnecessarily by 
saving or not wasting them like paper, tissue 
etc.

• Reuse: The things again or more than once 
like plastic.

• Recycle: Make useful things from resources 
      that can be waste like making cloth bags  
      from old cloth. 

      Our world is a beautiful place but I pledge to     
      make it more beautiful and clean.

Aanvi Dugar, C2 E

The World is Beautiful
We should not cut trees.
We should let the birds be free.
We should not hurt animal
We should treat all humans equally
Big or small, rich or poor all are equal
We should save mother nature!
We should pray for mother nature
Let us make the world a beautiful place.

                    Yogya Chowdary Ravi, C2 C

Reflections

S Adwita, C2 B 
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Oh Mother!
Oh Mother nature give us a good 
future 
We promise to keep you clean and 
have your green grassy carpet clean.
We promise to remove the filth in 
your air and enjoy oxygen in fair 
shape,
We promise to keep the oceans clean 
and blue so that the fishes under-
neath enjoy their school.
We understand we caused you great 
pain,
Yet you poured your love like rain.
It’s time for us to join our hands 
together,
And love you back, Oh Mother!

Spriha Majji, C2 B

My Class Experience
I enjoy all my classes since they are 
all interactive. I especially love the 
ones with activities as they are al-
ways filled with fun and creativity. 
There are so many to choose from, 
but my favorite is the one where 
I worked with my mom to make a 
bird’s nest. I love animals and birds. 
I try to feed the pigeons which come 
out to our balcony but mostly they 
just fly away. So, when we were given 
the task, I was very excited. We gath-
ered whatever was available at hand 
such as an old jute bag to make the 
base, stones to make the eggs and 
artificial leaves to make the nest. 
Then we put a toy baby bird in it and 
voila! The nest was ready. I loved the 
experience.

Ayansh Mallick, C3 C

Protect Yourself And Loved ones
WASH YOUR HANDS:

Wash your hands with soap and water regularly

COVER A COUGH OR SNEEZE:

Cover your cough or sneeze with your sleeve or tis-

sue. Dispose of tissues and wash your hands after-

wards.

KEEP YOUR DISTANCE:

Avoid close contact with people who are sick.

STAY HOME:

If you experience respiratory symptoms like a cough 

or fever stay home.

Sathvik Anand, C1 E

Change Begins

Stop Cutting Down Forests
Forests are animals’ home,

Where they freely roam.
It’s where they love to breathe,

But their home is gone because of human’s greed.
What will they do now?

What will they do and how?
They can’t see their home now as it’s gone,

Even in the dawn!
The forest is now made into a home for me,

And the animals have to flee!
They now can’t breed,

But we still don’t sow a seed.
What a shame on us,

But we still fuss.
To save the environment the time has come,

Let’s do it, each and everyone.

       Taashvi, C5 C
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Our Ecosystem
Plants and trees are our lives,
They ensure that everything thrives.
They are very important to us,
Giving us oxygen without a fuss.

The Ecosystem is highly unstable,
Upsetting the ground water table.
Indiscriminate dumping of plastic,
Causing changes that are drastic.

Stop using non-biodegradable things, 
Happiness to the Earth it brings.
Use products that are locally made,
Its significance will never fade. 

Stop polluting and start conserving,
Planting more trees, for rain it shall 
bring.
Meet all the goals that we set,
To make Earth a beautiful planet.

Maanav, C7 B

Behind the Aluminum Fence
I needed to cut through the cemetery surrounded by 
an aluminum fence if I planned to get home before 
curfew. But I could tell, the aura behind that fence was 
completely different. It was almost as if I would be 
stepping into another dimension. Yet I pushed those 
thoughts aside and trudged along.
I pressed a foot against the fence and pushed myself 
over. As soon as I stepped on the other side, I felt the 
range of my senses expand. Suddenly, I was seeing 
things I hadn’t seen before, hearing sounds I hadn’t 
heard before. I saw the decaying flowers that people 
had left for their lost loved ones. I heard the flapping 
of wings clashing with the rustle of leaves in the wind 
which was oddly reassuring. With every step I took, I 
noticed one more detail that made the burial ground 
seem a bit more endearing. It had large trees which 
provided shelter for the birds and small rodents that 
lived here. Its firm branches also seemed to shelter 
the graves of lives once lived; allowing their souls to 
truly rest in peace. I realized that this cemetery wasn’t 
any less of a home than my own. As I met the fenc-
ing parallel to the one I had jumped before, I bid the 
residents of the setting a silent goodbye and a heart-
felt thank you for welcoming me into their home. With 
that, I continued towards my home. The night was 
plain and quiet once more.

Srikari Purushotham, C8 C

Profound World is for Everyone
The world is everyone - not just for any one person or 
thing. It is for humans, animals and plants altogether.
The world is for everyone. We all share this land and 
all must be treated equally - whether big or small - 
whether we live on a mountain or a desert. 
It doesn’t matter who we are - the world is for every-
one!  

Aryahi, C2 C

Yogya, C2 C
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The Dead Planet
A mere flicker, next to our Sun,
Although there is inequity in the comparison,
For you dazzle me with your beauty and elegance.
Above you creeps a vast shadow, manipulating us into 
focusing on it.
Below you is the Sun, enacting its much-exaggerated 
exit,
Smearing its dramatic, pronounced colours over its 
canvas.
A canvas that simply swallows your beauty.

Quite the player you are, I have realized!
You disappear, and then gradually climb the sky,
And it seems as though you quite enjoy this getaway! 

Masking your volcanoes, your heat, your rage,
Is a velvet cover of toxic trickery and twisted truth,
And so, hidden is your true self,
Your true, beautiful, raw, self,
Under the layer of superficial cover up.

Still, you lure me to you.
There was nothing flamboyant about you,
Until I bothered to dig deeper.

Oh Venus,
For years you have lived,
For years you have persevered,
For years you have watched over me,
Displaying grace, faith, and determination,
And here I was, thinking, that you were but a dead 
planet.

Meghana Bettadapur, C8 A

Thoughts

COVID Free 
Laughter and smiles…  
Parties throughout the night… 
Visiting isles… 
Going on a flight… 
 
Seems all like a dream… 
After what we have seen… 
A world filled with germs… 
A world that’s not green… 
  
Planting trees… and helping poor… 
Playing games and winning matches… 
Throwing bad into the ashes… 
And laughing through all the classes… 
  
A happy world is what I see… 
A healthy world… Is what we need… 
Where our thoughts may be free… 
And we can grow… Just like a seed… 
  
Let us fight day and night… 
Till all we see is shining light… 
A happy world will be great… 
A healthy world I will create… 
  
COVID has no right to live… 
Sorrows will not be a thing… 
If a pandemic, we have survived… 
Then we can fight what the world will 
bring… 
  
So put up smiles on those faces… 
And now our sorrows have floated… 
Because this is a world…  

WITHOUT COVID!!! 

                                    Mehek Jain, C7 B
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My dream is to become an engineer.
I would love to build fun gizmos for little kids to 
play with. I wish to build a flying machine that 
takes kids to different countries. The children 
will just have to think of a country or place and 
pull the lever.
BOOM!!!
It takes you there!
The flying machine uses clean fuel - wind 
sunlight and water.
I would call my Gizmo Lean Clean green flying 
machine. The name is a tongue twister!

                                    Divya Kidambi, C1 A

My Dream

50

Fly

Fly fly like a butterfly!
Fly fly fly like a butterfly!
Spread your wings and close your 
eyes.
Glide and spin in the open sky.
Fly up high to the clouds.
Fly fly like a butterfly!
Fly up to the clouds and touch the 
blue sky.
Fly fly like a butterfly!
Fly to the birds in the sky sing a song  
and tap your feet to the song.
Fly fly like a butterfly!

Pratyaksha Das, C2 B

 

PROFOUND THOUGHTS

Ananya Mallu, C8 B
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Spooky Spider
Hey spooky spider with eight of your legs!
You are my favourite character from Char-
lotte’s Web.
You are the true saviour as Miss Spider in 
games and the giant reach defending all char-
acters from sinking down by spinning mighty 
threads beneath.
In our kindergarten we all learnt your ways 
As Incy Wincy keep trying again was the great 
message you gave. You are the inspiration be-
hind Marvel’s Spiderman.
Loved by all ages you are a famous super hero 
and I am your humble fan.
Hey Spooky spider you are not spooky at all, 
By eliminating dangerous pests 
you are pivotal for our ecosystem overall.

Shivi Joshi, C2 A Nature Salsa
Nature is everything that we see all 
around which is not man-made.  This 
includes soil, trees, oceans, rivers 
wildlife, weather and many more.
Nature is very beautiful to look and 
we feel good when we are around it.  
Nature is important for us to survive 
because we get oxygen to breathe 
from trees, water from rivers, sunlight 
and vitamin D from sun and different 
weather conditions which give us the 
right habitat.
Sadly the nature is threatened be-
cause of deforestation and global 
warming. Let us all get together take 
care of our Mother Earth and pre-
serve Nature by using 3 Rs REDUCE, 
REUSE AND RECYCLE.

Vritika Kashyap, C2 B

Online vs Offline
Just to meet with a classmate,
Attending offline school would be 
great!
But the idea of wearing a uniform,
Makes me want to stay at home.
Being able to snack any time,
While watching amazon prime,
Yet sitting all day in one room,
Would definetly be my doom!

                       Shivish Bathiya, C3 B

Scrolls of Wisdom

Sitara Ghattameneni, C4 A
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Family
I live in a nuclear family. My father’s 
name is Utkarsh. My mother’s name 
is Anagha. Our surname is Bidkar.
We live in Hyderabad. My family 
cares for me a lot. I like to spend time 
with my family. 

Before the pandemic my mother 
used to drop me to school. Then my 
father used to pick me up from
daycare. Since the pandemic we get 
more time to spend together. I help 
my parents in cleaning but my only 
job is to fold the clothes and may be 
sometimes change the bedsheets. 
I get pocket money based on the 
cleaning I do. 

My father and I like to play and my 
mother and I like to talk. We have a 
lot of fun together. My family is
the best family in the whole wide 
world.

Miraya Bidkar, C2 C

New Hopes and Dreams
Everyday we wake up with new hopes and 

new dreams.

Some hoping they were free, and some 

hoping to gleam.

As new hopes are born everyday,

New dreams are fulfilled every time.

Dreams good and bad, dreams 

looking back

Dreams to become the new Einstein or the 

new Gandhi,

Or just to sing better while in the shower.

These dreams and hopes don’t give us 

power, 

But they give us ideas and doubts which 

may lead to our future.

Eesha Gangotri, C8 B

Voice Mode

Adrija Sinha, C3 A
Yash Rahul Bindu, C2 C
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The Evolution of Clowns
From celebrated hilarious comedians with a lovable 
red squishy nose to super evil villains with ugly make-
up and a horrifying smile, clowns have changed over 
the last couple of decades. Clowns were a celebrated 
essential part of western entertainment. They were 
famous for their unicycle routine and juggling, but over 
the years clowns have evolved from comedians to 
maniacal supervillains.  

Though it isn’t known when clowns evolved. Most 
sources believe that clowns have never changed at all. 
Clowns first appeared in ancient Egypt around 2500-
2400 BCE. They later evolved into the medieval court 
jesters of Europe. These clowns paid a steep price for 
their job. If they didn’t make the king laugh, they were 
punished. A lot of clowns were mutilated to make 
them smile all the time. 

The clowns have always had a darker edge concealed 
to the general public and most people believed that 
the darker side manifested itself as an evil clown. The 
true dark clown image started due to the popular-
ity of Charles Dicken’s tale about the Grimaldi family. 
Another event that stabilized the evil clown image was 
when the popular French clown Pierrot killed a boy for 
insulting him. Coulrophobia peaked in the early ’80s 
and ‘90s when Stephen King published his novel IT. 
After that, clowns have stayed put as the feared super-
villains and never changed back to the lovable circus 
clown. We still don’t know whether the lovable circus 
clown will come back, but one thing is known - the evil 
clowns are here to stay.  

Anesh Konagalla, C9 A

Hope
Hope is an expectation
For help in situations.
A dream is an aspiration
Even if it means to be able to walk 
into a train station.

COVID has shattered our  
hopes and dreams.
All we do is sit at home  
and daydream.
We can’t go out with our  
friends for ice cream
Not the best time for someone  
like a teen.

But all hope is not lost.
One can still dream
For people to walk freely
Without wondering “Is this true?  
Really?”

New hope and new dreams
Should help with one’s self esteem.
One day COVID will be gone
And we have to move on.

Disha Kattula, C8 D

Reverie...

Abhitej Gaddipati, C4 B
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2021 Isn’t The Ultimate Dystopia 

An imagined world where there is great suffering or injustice, typically one that is totalitarian 
or post-apocalyptic, is what we call a dystopia. Like the year 2021. Like today’s world. Except it 
isn’t imagined. It is very, very real. 
Indisputably. Irrevocably. What world are we living in? We are in a pandemic. Why else do we 
need to call 2021 a dystopia? Fear is engraved in our bones. Masks cover up wide-mouthed 
despair. Look at it. What more do you see? Distress, disease, suffering. 
It has been a soul-draining year. 2 years ago, if anyone told us we would be in a pandemic, we 
might’ve laughed and asked if they were joking. We had never thought of such situations as 
more than just conspiracy theories, had we? 
This pandemic has been eating away at the mental health of many. “Bereavement, isolation, 
loss of income and fear are triggering mental health conditions or exacerbating existing ones.”, 
the World Health Organisation (WHO) says. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) also says that the pandemic and social distancing measures, however necessary, can 
make us feel stressed and anxious, and worsen mental health conditions. 
Online education has been extremely detrimental to children’s emotional well-being and social 
skills. Unable to learn, unable to play. Stuck. We used to spend 8 hours a day with our friends, 
now we see them once every 2 months. It is taking an unimaginable toll. Technology is also 
unequitable in today’s world, making online education unfair for underprivileged children.
To make it all worse, our leaders are irresponsible and negligent. They said we had triumphed 
over the coronavirus. They had enormous, unmasked rallies, and boasted about it. To say 
that I am disappointed would be an understatement. When India faced a devastating second 
wave, did they ensure supplies and medical equipment? Were they honest and accountable? 
No. They were not. And we suffer the consequences. In April 2021, even the BBC published an 
article about how India failed to prevent its second wave of COVID. 
We have become a cold, lonely world due to COVID and the onslaught of travel restrictions has 
only added to our woes. Children, separated from parents. Spouses in different continents. 
We are watching our sibling’s wedding through a zoom link. And think about the financial 
constraints that this pandemic has put on people. So many breadwinners have lost their jobs. 
Medicine prices are sky-high. Families breaking the bank, borrowing left and right to try and 
help a loved one survive. I saw so many people, including my family members, struggle to find 
hospital beds.
Families are broken, now even more so because of the second wave. Parts of us are lost, for-
ever. How do we fight against an invisible enemy? How do we “stay strong”? They say this too 
shall pass, but when? 

                                                                                                                                Divija Cherukuri, C10 A
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While some people see it as an addiction, some call it a hobby, there is no doubt that gam-
ing is one of the most controversial things to be debated upon. It is a topic that has been 
addressed on big platforms like TED talks, and one that has often sparked conflict between 
teenagers and their parents. My goal here is to discuss why gaming is not as evil as it is per-
ceived.

Nowadays, due to the pandemic, I believe that online gaming is one of the best ways to devel-
op social connections. Doing the same activity with someone makes it much easier to make 
new friends and socialise. Plus you will not be limited to people nearby and can connect with 
people across the globe. How cool is that! There have also been studies that have demon-
strated improved problem-solving skills in gamers. In addition, reflexes and cognition skills 
would also be improved, which could come in handy in many real-life scenarios. Honestly, as 
a gamer, I agree with this one. I’ve noticed soo many speed improvements in many different 
tasks, including doing math problems. Come on, who doesn’t want to be that guy who fin-
ishes his work 30 minutes before everyone in the class. One of the greatest advantages is the 
creative and imaginative mindset that resides in many gamers, a trait beneficial in almost all 
professions.

Now, the list of advantages could go on and on; however, we must not forget the downside 
of this so-called “devious” activity. In some cases, gamers have trouble shutting off or transi-
tioning from the game. Others have mood swings during or after playing or become hyper-
focused. Each of these can have detrimental implications on your behaviour, sometimes 
changing your overall personality and impacting those around you as well. But there is no 
need to worry because there is a remedy to this illness. As cliched as it may seem, the answer 
lies in regulated playtime. And no, I am not suggesting your parents or someone else should 
control your screen time. In my opinion, that will hinder you from internalising the problem. 
Instead, you will be tempted to play even more. One way that works for me is taking usual 
breaks between doing something productive, and then gaming for a while. By doing so, you 
are rewarding yourself for accomplishing something and that, in turn, motivates you to be 
more productive throughout your day.

Times have changed. Gaming is no longer the casual activity that you relax on your couch and 
enjoy while eating popcorn. Gaming has emerged as a serious sport, and the term ‘e-sports’ 
has been coined to refer to it. In short, e-sports is a form of competition using video games, 
where gamers who have reached the top of the skill level compete for massive cash prizes 
and the best of the best takes it home. The anxiety, the excitement, the suspense and every-
thing about e-sports fancies all of us, adrenaline seekers.

While e-sports may be for professional gamers, gaming, in general, is a great stress buster in 
these stressful times. Gaming has indeed become a necessary evil!

                                                                                                                                       Krish Grover, C9 C

Gaming- A necessary evil in these times
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Aadya pochampally C8A
Aadya Pochampally, C8 A

Aarya Sarabhai, C4 D

Amaira, C1 A

Amaira, C1 A

Velma Annika Reddy, C4 A

Naitri Devi B, C1 D

Linayah Singhvee, C3 C 

Swarnav Roy, C4 D Shrutik Kota, C4 B
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Riyansh, C2 B

Nishia T., C9 D

Advik Chavva, C3 B

Risha Agarwal, C5 B

Ishi Gupta, C5 A Aashi Kumar, C8 A
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अॊतररऺ उसे  कहते  है  जो  ऩथृ्वी  से  दरू शून्य 
होता  है | अॊतररऺ 
बहुत  सारी  अकासगॊगायें  से  बना  
हुआ  है | एक  आकाशगॊगा  में ससतारे ,गैस ,  
धऱू ,चट्टानो इत्यादद  | ये सब आऩस  मे गुरुत्वाकषषण 
के जररए  जुड़ े हुऐ है  | 
ऩथृ्वी जजस  आकासगाॊग मे है  
उसको  " समऱकी वे  " कहते  है | 
आकासगाॊगा  हमेसा  
सामानय नही रहती |  वे दसुरी आकासगाॊगऐ  
से टकरती  और ववऱयन  करती  रहती  है  |  

 
Nathya Mayur, C4 D

 
नया  साऱ,नई उम्मीदें  
नई  आकाॊऺाएॉ , नई मॊजजऱें  
नए इरादें करें  हम  ऩक्के  
अऩनी तमन्नाओँ  के बढायें ऩैमाने  
ववचारें  को उटने दें  
ससतारों  को  दनुे  दें  
जोस  और  दहम्मत  से बढ़ाएॉ कदम  
अनजान  राहों ऩर ऩहराएॉ ऩरचम  
आत्मववस्वास  और  ददऱेरी  
हमारे  नए  साथी  
मेहनत  से न हारेंगे  
सऩऱता हाससऱ  करेंगे  
नए साऱ  में हम कुछ नया कर ददखाएॊगे  

 
Devamshi bora, C9 D

 
 
 

काश एक ऐसी जगह हो, 
जहाॉ वातावरण में प्रदषूण ना हो, 
और हवा के झोंको से ऩेड़-ऩौधे नाच-गा रहे हो l 

काश एक ऐसी जगह हो, 
जहाॉ अमीर और गरीब में अॊतर ना हो, 
और ऱोग अऩने सऩनों के 
ऩीछे भागे और ऩैसों के ऩीछे नहीॊ l 

काश एक ऐसी जगह हो, 
जहाॉ सॊसाधनों का दोहन-शोषण ना हो, 
और शहरीकरण के चक्कर में ग्ऱोबऱ
 वासमिंग ना हो l

काश एक ऐसी जगह हो, 
जहाॉ ऩाररजस्थततकी तॊत्र में सॊतुऱन हो 
और ककसी भी चीज़ का सॊरऺण ज़रूरी नहीॊ l 

काश एक ऐसी जगह हो, 
जहाॉ ऱोग अऩने ऱाऱच की दतुनया से बाहर आएॉ 
और अऩने ऩैरों ऩर कुल्हाड़ी ना मारे l

असऱ में एक ऐसी जगह है ! 
हमारी प्यारी धरती माॉ ऐसी ही थी, 
ऩर बढ़ते समय की वजह से, हमारे भाग-दौड़ में, 
हम अऩनी वप्रय धरती
 माॉ को भूऱ गए हैं l 

ऩर अब भी समय बचा है, 
हमारे बुरे तनशानों को समटाने के सऱए l 
आओ समऱकर अऩनी भूसम को 
अऩने सऩनों का जहाॊ बनाए ||

M.Niyati, C8 D    
 

ह िंदी विभाग

अिंतरिक्ष

नि िर्ष 

काश ! एक ऐसी जग   ो
चुटकुला – 

एक चोर चोरी करके भागता हैl चोर को पकड़ने के ललए पुललस उसके पीछे भागती है l 

पुललस एक आदमी को पूछती है – क्या आपने ककसी चोर को भागते हुए देखा है l  

आदमी कहता है -  आगे चार गललयााँ है , चौथी गली में चार इमारते हैं , चौथी इमारत में चार 
माले हैं , चौथे माले में चार घर हैं , चौथे घर में चार कमरे हैं ,चौथे कमरे में चार लोकर है , 
चौथे लोकर में गणेश जी मूर्त ि है l  

पुललस - चोर के बारे में पूछ रहे हैं l  

आदमी – वही तो बता रहा हूाँ l  

चौथे लोकर में रखी गणेश जी की मूर्त ि की कसम , “मैंने चोर को नहीीं देखा l”  

पुललस चोर को भूल उसे मारने को दौडती है l   

          अस्फ़ा फ़ार्तमा  
          कक्षा – 6 D  

कविता – मेरे दादाजी  

मेरे दादाजी हैं सबसे प्यारे, 

 दादाजी हैं सबसे न्यारे l 

मुझे नए खिलौने लाकर देते,  

मेरे साथ बच्चे बन जाते l  

चााँद की बातें मुझे सुनाते, 

 अपने साथ मुझे खिलाते l  

मेरे दादाजी हैं सबसे प्यारे,  

 दादाजी हैं सबसे न्यारे l  

बााँहों में अपनी मुझे झुलाते, 

 मेरे साथ वे झूमते गाते l  

ऊाँ गली पकड़ कर मुझे चलाते,  

 पूरा गााँव वे मुझे घुमात ेl  

मेरे दादाजी हैं सबसे प्यारे, 

 दादाजी हैं सबसे न्यारे ll   

               ररवान अल्पेश जैन  

     कक्षा – 6C  

 

 

 

 

 

 

कविता – मेरे शिक्षक  

पाठशाला हम रोज़ हैं जाते,  

 शशक्षक से ज्ञान की झोली भर लाते l  

बच्चों का मन जैसे कोरा कागज़, 

उसपर ज्ञान की छाप हैं लगवाते l 

ऊाँ च  – नीच का भेद न कोई, 

 करना सबसे प्रेम शसिाते l  

मूल मंत्र सफलता का,  

“मेहनत करना” हमें शसिाते l  

मेरे शशक्षक मेरे आदशश,  

 ज्ञान का दीप जीवन में जगाते ll   

                             देव अग्रवाल  

              कक्षा – 7B   

 

असफलता -  

“ असफलता का मतलब यह नहीं कक आप हार मान लें, 

अनुभवों के साथ की गई कोशशश सफलता का मागश िोल देती है l”  

           मान्या अग्रवाल  

          कक्षा – 8 C  
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Spanish
Querido diario, 
En el camino a mi escuela, yo veo muchas cosas interesantes porque mi casa está a quince minu-
tos de mi escuela.
Hay muchos edificios altos y hermosas y muchas oficinas y universidades. Me gusta mirar las 
tiendas en la calle porque hay cosas diferentes en cada lugar. Por la mañana hay mucho tráfico 
porque todos van a su oficina y a veces llego tarde. Mi escuela está cerca de jardín botánica y 
siempre yo veo mucha gente caminando y montando en bicicleta. Este es un muy bueno ejercicio 
para hacer por la mañana. Cerca de mi escuela hay un centro comercial y muchas tiendas. Ayer, 
cuando yo fui a comprar cerca mi escuela, yo vi un restaurante en construcción. Yo iré allí, cuando 
abra porque yo vi su poster y la comida veo muy deliciosa.
Hasta la próxima,
                                                                                                                                       Sushma - IB 12 B

¡Hola queridos lectores! 
Hay muchas formas de entretenimiento en el mundo. La gente prefiere ver las películas, ir de 
compras, escuchar música y más. En este blog, describiré mi entretenimiento favorito. Para mi, 
la mejor forma de entretenimiento es jugar a los juegos. Me encanta jugar todo tipo de juegos, 
como los videojuegos y el fútbol. También me gustan los juegos de mesa como el ajedrez y los 
juegos de cartas. Paso mucho tiempo jugando juegos, alrededor de 20 horas a la semana. Jugar 
juegos tiene muchas ventajas. Puede mejorar tu cerebro y tus reflejos. También es muy diver-
tido, especialmente con tus amigos. ¡Recientemente jugué un torneo de ajedrez con mis amigos! 
Fue muy emocionante y yo salí segundo. En el futuro, creo que tendrá aún más relevancia en el 
futuro. Habrá más juegos para jugar y más gente con quien jugar. Te recomiendo jugar algún 
juego por tu entretenimiento. Me contactas y jugaremos juntos. Escriban sus comentarios acer-
ca de tu mejor forma de entretenimiento, por favor.
¡Hasta la próxima!
                                                                                                                                               Sahith - IB 11 A 

Ma famille et mes amis
Ma meilleure amie s’appelle Sophie. Elle est grande, mince et elle a les yeux noirs. Elle a les ch-
eveux noirs et courts. En outre, elle est jeune car elle a 14 ans.
Nous jouons au basket et au tennis parce que c’est très amusant. Parfois nous discutons de dif-
férents sujets et faisons la cuisine ensemble.
Normalement, je m’entends bien avec mon père parce qu’il comprend bien nos problèmes 
d’adolescents, mais ma mère est très stricte et raison pour laquelle nous ne nous entendons pas 
si bien.
Le weekend dernier, je suis allée voir le dernier film de Harry Potter avec mes parents. C’était 
génial.
Merci,
Shruti Goparaju - C 9A

 French
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Nano Expressions 

Varshini Sambamurthy, PPII A

PP1 A (Jumbos)  
During the introduction of line 
patterns,
Sia Padmini Ponnala immediately 
took out her hairband that she was 
wearing and said, “Ma’am my hair-
band has the same pattern zigzag , 
same to same, ditto.”

PP1 B (Bambis)  
During the Show and Tell activity 
for My School CHIREC topic, Zishaan 
Dhami got a magic wand for the 
show and tell. He said I wish I use 
this magic wand and Corona goes 
away so that we all can come to the 
school.

PP1 A (Pandas)  
Teacher: What is your favourite toy?
Aviraj: I like car. When I grow up, I will use an eco-
friendly car which will start with electricity and not 
petrol. There will be 3 batteries. The car will be able to 
move front, back, left, and right. 
Teacher: When you grow up you can design this car.
Aviraj: (a big smile) YES.

C Nursery A 
During snack time one 
teacher from other class 
comes and talks to the 
teacher of the class and 
suddenly Bhashvika says 
“Baito ma’am Baito” to 
her teacher.

C PP2 A 
Teacher : If you have 
wings like a bird, where 
do you want to fly?
Kanishk Kundlia : I will fly 
and go to America. Also, I 
will fly out from Earth to 
the Space.

Nursery A 
Anishha Pohoja 
dressed up like an owl 
for “Show And Tell” 
activity and spoke very 
well about that bird.

C PP1 A 
When we informed the children that 

they will be having 3 days holidays for 

New Year Celebration Amayra Garg said, 

“I don’t want holiday as I was at home all 

this time, I want to come to school”

C NURSERY A 
When our topic was going on 
about wild animals during our 
virtual classes, Arhaan said, 
“Ma’am, I want to show you 
something and his mother 
turned the camera and 
showed us a zoo of toys that 
Arhaan had made.
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Little World

Nursery A (Winnies)  

This was the first day of offline school. Vivaan Rathi 
entered the class wondering, “Where am I?” There were 
so many questions in his twinkling eyes. He was helped 
by the class help many times to use washroom, sanitize 
and wash his hands. Seeing all this help given to him, he 
could not stop asking, “Durga amma, where were you 
hiding all these days, I never saw you along with Disha 
ma’am and Madhu ma’am in the class. You should have 
met me before. You are so good.” 

PP1 A (Simbas)  

When we told the children that soon the physical school 
is going to start and they will come to school and do 
all their work. Then, instantly, Alekhya Poduri said, ‘’My 
Grandpa is going to get a good break now.“ He sits with 
the child for all the classes. 

PP2 B (Boots)  

What is funny about Santa? Sahel 
Faruqui said,  “He will colour the 
eyebrows, put cotton as beard, put 
a belt and wear a dress. He is not at 
all real”.

C PP1 A (Chimps)  
Teacher: Hello Children! 
Srinika: Ma’am please send me some stars.
Teacher: Today, I am going to send you some stars. 
But they sparkle only in the night, and you need to go 
the balcony raise your head higher to see them.
Srinka: Yes Ma’am! 
Srinika (Next Morning): Thank you, ma’am for sending 
so many stars. They were many and please send few 
for friends also tomorrow.  

Tanush Varma Penumatsa, C PPI A

Anaysha Prasanth, PP2 A

Yash Vyas, Nursery A
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On the fortunate occasion of our 75th Independence Day, we pledged to keep our heads high 
and hold onto the unity and diversity of our country. 

On 26th January, the CHIREC Family came together to virtually celebrate the 73rd Republic Day. 
To commemorate this historic day, the students, parents and staff members of CHIREC attended 
the flag hoisting ceremony and enjoyed the beautiful cultural performances given by the 
students.
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On Children’s Day, a special assembly was conducted 
for the students of CBSE and International Section 
where teachers put up an amazing programme filled 
with lots of joy and frolic to make the day a special and 
memorable one for the students. The teachers en-
thralled the students with brilliant performances. 

On Teachers’ Day, a virtual event was 
held to celebrate the role and efforts 
of teachers in shaping students and 
their lives. Teachers participated in 
various exciting games and activities 
that were organized for this occa-
sion. A special video that brought 
back nostalgic memories of the past 
32 years of CHIREC was dedicated to 
the teachers and their hard work.

On the joyous occasion of Christmas, 
our students from Pre-Primary to 
Secondary, teachers and staff partici-
pated in various festivities, spreading 
the spirit of love, hope, togetherness, 
and cheer! 

Joys of Spring

On April 1, 2022, 531 CHIREC students of classes 9 to 12 
participated in the live broadcast of Pariksha Pe Char-
cha 2022 where the Hon’ble Prime Minister of India, 
Shri Narendra Modi, interacted with students across 
the country. This session was a brilliant opportunity for 
students to resolve their queries about examinations 
and gain valuable insights from our Prime Minister 
about education.
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Our newly 
appointed 
batch of 
students 
donned the 
mantle of 
leadership 
during the 

Investiture Ceremony held on August 7, 2021. 
The establishment of the Student Council bestows 
on the students an opportunity to put in their best 
efforts towards creating a better tomorrow for the 
school, themselves and other students. 
The students were nominated after thorough screen-
ing, interviewing and even campaigning online for 
their elected posts. The votes cast by our students 
thereby paved the way for this dynamic Student 
Council for 2021-22. 

On Grandparents’ Day, students 
and grandparents spent the day 
together and engaged in many fun 
activities and cultural events that 
not only strengthened their bond 
but also made this celebration a 
very special and memorable one.  

As a part of the Central Vigilance 
Commission’s endeavors to pro-
mote transparency, accountability 
and integrity in public life, the stu-
dents, teachers, admin and support 
staff at CHIREC took the E-Integrity 
pledge to observe the Vigilance 
Awareness Week from October 26 
to November 1, 2021, on the theme 
‘Independent India @ 75 : Self Reli-
ance with Integrity’. Understanding 
the gravity of this issue, CHIREC 
came forward to participate in this 
fight against corruption and encour-
aged everyone to instill a greater 
vigilance in public life.

On 29th January, CHIREC hosted the 4th edition of 
CAScade, our IB students’ initiative that offers a com-
mon platform for IB learners of Hyderabad to share and 
exchange ideas on CAS Projects. This year, the event 
witnessed 27 schools coming together to present their 
projects centered around the three strands of Creativ-
ity, Activity, and Service (CAS) and committing to pursue 
community engagement in the years to come.

Paramount
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As part of Fit India School Week, 
yoga and aerobics sessions were 
conducted for the academic staff 
of CHIREC with the objective of 
promoting the importance of fit-
ness not only in students but also 
amongst teachers and staff. 

The 9th edition of CHIREC Model United Nations, 
held from October 22-24, 2021, brought an oppor-
tunity  for students to showcase and develop intel-
lectual curiosity. Students engaged and partook in 
an enriching learning environment that stimulated 
globally relevant themes. The conference helped stu-
dents to inculcate skills pertaining to analytical think-
ing, research, conflict resolution, speech-making, and 
teamwork. 
The Chief Guest of the Inaugural ceremony of the 
Conference, Ms. Chanda Pandit, Director General 
Indian Audit and Accounts dept., Regional Training 
Institute, Hyderabad, urged the young delegates who 
are on the threshold of taking on responsibility to 
seize opportunities, make their voice heard and be 
the harbinger of change on the global platform. She 
also reiterated some important attitudes and behav-
iors that the young generation must inculcate like 
focusing on the power of oratory, tolerance, inclusiv-
ity and developing empathy with an aim to support 
under-served communities in whatever way possible. 
CHIREC Model United Nations 2021 embraced the 
finest practices of Model UN conferences and aimed 
at introducing students to the world of international 
politics, and the events that take place around them. 
Both in terms of research and debate, the confer-
ence taught the delegates to effectively put forth 
pragmatic solutions and take command of a room 
full of people. 
In the closing ceremony, the Executive Board, i.e., the 
Chairpersons of the DISEC, SOCHUM, Lok Sabha, the 
UNEP, the Interpol, the UNSC, and the head of the 
International Press Corps were called upon to share 
their feedback with delegates, and to announce the 
best and outstanding delegates committee wise, for 
the three days of the conference.

The CBSE, CAIE and the IB students 
were felicitated for their excellent 
performance in the Board Examina-
tions. It was a momentous occasion 
for CHIREC to celebrate our stu-
dents’ achievements with the Par-
ents, Principals and Vice-Principals.

Euphoria
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On 30th September, CHIREC International School 
joined its global community of 85 Cognita schools 
across 12 countries and 3 continents with more than 
58,000 students, parents, and staff members to flag 
off its Annual Celebration of Global Be Well Day. As 
a part of the celebration, CHIREC lined up a bevy 
of activities centered around the theme of the day 
‘Connecting via Empathy’ to give the community an 
opportunity to connect with themselves and others, 
enhancing a sense of belonging, identity, and security. 
The event witnessed immense enthusiasm and fulfil-
ment across the CHIREC community. It emphasized 
the importance of wellbeing among the participants 
to foster empathy, resilience, and compassion. Stu-
dents, teachers and staff participated in numerous 
activities to reflect, anchor, and empower themselves. 

On March 26, 
2021, the CHIREC 
community virtu-
ally came togeth-
er to celebrate 
SEL Day in sup-
port of Social and 
Emotional Learn-
ing in schools. 
Throughout the 
day, students, 
teachers, and 

parents engaged in various activities on feelings, emo-
tions, and communication. The activities focused on 
developing students into mindful, empathetic, consci-
entious, and resilient individuals.

With a deep understanding of the 

challenges that our community has 

been going through in these tough 

times, CHIREC launched an online 

campaign to ‘Heal Positively through 

SEL’, during summer break, to keep 

up the positivity within. In this 

8-week long campaign, various activi-

ties were shared with the motive to 

encourage everyone to build grati-

tude, nourish the mind and find their 

best selves. The journey of these 

two months helped us to show how 

important it is to create a supportive 

environment that helps our com-

munity restore, renew, and reinvent 

itself.  

Diving Deep
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The Inter-
School Literary 
and Cultural 
Fest of CHIREC, 
held from No-
vember 10 to 
13 virtually, wit-
nessed zealous 
participation 
from students 
across the 

schools of Hyderabad. This year, CHIREC celebrated 
the flames of hope with the theme “Where there’s life, 
there is hope”. marking the power of hope and the 
indomitable spirit of humankind that the pandemic 
taught us in the past months. The fest was divided into 
4 different categories and various events like dance, 
singing, debating, acting, cooking, developing applica-
tions, and many more were organized for students of 
different classes. 

The student council of the Interna-
tional Section launched a week-long 
Anti-Bullying Campaign to spread 
awareness about the negative im-
pacts of bullying among students 
and foster empathy and kindness 
towards their peers. As a part of the 
campaign, many events were organ-
ized to enable students to reflect 
and express themselves through 
posters, slogans, comics, poems, and 
more. As we concluded this event, 
our students pledged to prevent bul-
lying by not only abstaining from it 
but also speaking up against it.

After 3 successful cohorts, CHIREC 
began its 4th batch for the Cam-
bridge Professional Development 
Certification Program for teachers 
across the country from January 
24, 2022. CHIREC, through this pro-
gramme, equips teachers with 21st 
century classroom strategies and 
educational leadership.

Around the Block

As part of the Women’s Day celebration, our IB 11 stu-
dents organized an event ‘Shukriya’ to appreciate the 
efforts of the female support staff of the school and 
the work they do to keep the school flourishing every 
single day. 
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In collaboration with Medicover Hospital, Hyderabad, 
CHIREC initiated a Vaccination Drive on June 3, 2021 
where 594 members of our school including admin, 
academic and support staff got vaccinated. In continu-
ation of this, another Vaccination Drive was admin-
istered by CHIREC on June 19, 2021 where 156 staff 
members and their spouses from the three CHIREC 
branches got vaccinated. On January 8, 2021, CHIREC 
also completed the first Covid-19 Vaccination Drive for 
the students of and above 15 years of age. 

CHIREC is partnering with We-Hub and WiDs (Women 
in Data Sciences), an initiative undertaken by Stanford 
University to enable 100 female students in India to 
focus, explore, and be enthused by Data Sciences and 
STEM. This programme will open doors of opportuni-
ties for students and will inspire and guide them to-
wards making focused career choices in the field of 
STEM.
15 girl students of both CBSE and CAIE curricula partici-
pated in a 7-week data science program organized by 
WE-Hub, Hyderabad in collaboration with the Women 
in Data Science group, Stanford University. The stu-
dents worked on projects on the themes of Climate 
Change, Health Care, Quality Education, and Agritech. 
Students presented their research on problems that 
they identified which could be solved using data sci-
ences and shared their ideas regarding the solutions 
in front of a panel of academicians, data scientists, and 
corporate members.  

Our students of Secondary classes 
raised Rs. 8.31 lakhs to support the 
education of under-served girls, 
transform the lives of children in 
rural areas, and help underprivileged 
women earn a livelihood. This cam-
paign was done in collaboration with 
Fueladream.com. 

The Interact Club of CHIREC initiated 
a collection drive as a part of the Joy 
of Giving week. Through the drive, 
students collected toys and stationery 
to distribute to students from under-
served schools and spread the joy 
and happiness of the festive season 
of Christmas among all. 

Ruminate
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As we complete another exciting academic year, we see 
our students filled with a sense of fulfillment for hav-
ing achieved this important milestone in their lives. To 
mark this accomplishment, CHIREC hosted Graduation 
Ceremonies for students of PP II, Class 5, Class 10 and 
Class 12 where they got together with their classmates, 
teachers and parents to celebrate this joyous occasion 
and share their memories and experiences.

To promote safe usage of the Inter-
net among students, a 3-day Cyber-
security session was conducted for 
students of secondary classes on 
digital foot printing, safe use of social 
media & smart phone addiction. The 
session was initiated by the Soci-
ety for Cyberabad Security Council 
(SCSC), Hyderabad, which works in 
collaboration with Cyberabad Police 
Commissionerate. The students pre-
sent were also made aware of Cyber 
Laws and Privacy Policies to foster 
safe and healthy Internet habits in 
them.

..on the way up!
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CHIREC International School, in collaboration with The Rainwater Project and SAHE Society, came 
together to restore the historic 200-year-old stepwell of Gachibowli, situated in the school’s 
neighborhood. This ancient structure, prone to degradation, lost its significance to urban devel-
opment until the three organizations, CHIREC as the funder and The Rainwater project and SAHE 
Society as the implementors took the responsibility of revitalizing this heritage structure and its 
natural aquifers for the benefit of the community living in the area.
The well that was found in a devastated condition, went through a series of steps, and took 
200 days and Rs. 27,00,000 to complete the restoration. The debris from the well and the area 
around was cleaned, aquifers were reinstalled for water restoration and the site was developed 
to make the well easily accessible to people.
After its refurbishment, the well with its volume of 30,00,000 litres will serve and benefit the 
members of the mosque for wudu activities, the bores of schools, the residential and commu-
nity area nearby and landscape irrigation and storage purposes.
In addition to funding the project as a part of the school’s CSR, CHIREC also connected this real 
time restoration to classroom learning to promote a sustainable mindset amongst students. 
Through this initiative, our students undertook various project-based learning activities to apply 
their learning to real-time problems across several disciplines such as history, geography, sus-
tainability and many more. Our students also conducted podcasts and visited the well for on-site 
lectures to have a deeper understanding of the well restoration process.

Awareness Camp on Malnutrition Problem 

CHIREC, in collaboration with Deepak Foundation, hosted 
an awareness camp to address the issue of malnutrition 
as a part of ‘Poshan Maah’, the month of awareness to im-
prove nutrition among the children up to 6 years of age, 
adolescent girls, pregnant women and lactating mothers. 

Gachi-baoli Heritage Well Restoration
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Giving back to Society

To minimize the adverse effects of the pandemic on mi-
grant workers, CHIREC extended its support to WASSAN 
organization to help create alternate livelihoods for 
migrant tribal women of Asifabad District in Telangana. 
On 20th October 2021, CHIREC distributed sewing ma-
chines and cloth stitching kits to these women. 

In the second partnership with WASSAN, CHIREC pro-
vided support to the tribal women of Aswaraopeta, 
Bhadradri Kothagudam District by supplying sewing 
machines and cloth stitching kits to help them earn a 
living. To reduce the disadvantageous effects of the 
pandemic on tribal families, CHIREC and WASSAN will 
also create opportunities of market linkages and busi-
ness expansion for them.

CHIREC has funded the renovation 
of the Swachhta Block at Gopinagar 
School, Hyderabad, the inauguration 
of which was done on 15th August 
2021. In addition to refurbing the 
toilet block, CHIREC also funded all 
facilities for necessary amenities, 
benefiting the 300 students at the 
school.

Student Scholarship 
2021-2022

This year, CHIREC awarded scholar-
ships to 15 students of ZPHS Masjid 
Banda School and ZPHS Madhapur 
School. These students were select-
ed  based on the merit list submit-
ted by the headmaster of this two 
government schools.

CHIREC sponsored the annual school fees of 9 chil-
dren from Desire Society Orphanage. This funding 
helped deserving students complete their Grade 10 
education amidst the pandemic and prepare for their 
final examinations.
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CHIREC is supporting Deepak Foundation’s “Vivek 
Vidhya”, an educational project that supports govern-
ment schools to catalyse the learning competencies 
among children of age 6-14 years, by providing story 
books to these schools with an aim of making learn-
ing easier and more interesting. The unique feature 
of this program is that each student will have one 
week time to read a storybook and then the book will 
be passed on to another student, ensuring each stu-
dent gets an equal chance to read all the books.

With the aim to encourage children 
from disadvantaged backgrounds to 
attend school and help them under-
stand the importance of education, 
CHIREC in collaboration with Deepak 
Foundation organized quizzes and 
games for children residing in the 
Gajularamaram Slum Area. Gifts 
received from CHIREC students dur-
ing the Joy of Giving Donation Drive 
were also given to cheer and moti-
vate the children.

CHIREC parent Mrs. Ritu Agarwal sup-
ported Deepak Foundation for setting 
up a conference room in their Skill 
Building Training Centre. This dona-
tion was received as part of the Joy 
of Giving Week organised by CHIREC. 
This room will be utilized for three 
social projects run by Deepak Founda-
tion namely Vivek Vidhya, De-addition 
and Rehabilitation, and Skill Building 
program for school dropouts.

Joy of Giving

In collaboration with Deepak Foundation and 
AARUSH Social Welfare Organization, CHIREC or-
ganized a one-day Covid-19 awareness program at 
Gajularamaram Slum. Many residents of this area 
are hygiene and cleanliness workers and are always 
at a high risk of getting infected. The medical team 
discussed necessary precautions to be taken to curb 
the spread of Corona virus. The residents were also 
made aware of the benefits of wearing masks and 
maintaining social distance. CHIREC also donated 
face masks, clothes, school bags, and water bottles 
to residents of the slum, along with AARUSH Social 
Welfare organization’s volunteer support.



CHIREC, in collaboration with Deepak Foundation, donated flapped chairs for classrooms to 
Institute of Skill Building, Research, and Innovation (ISBRI) that offers Assistant Nursing course to 
school droupout of 18 to 40 years of age. After successful completion of the course, these train-
ees also get placement assistance from the center management.

CHIREC partnered with Veni Rao Founda-
tion to build a Paediatric ICU, inaugurated 
on October 15, 2021, at the Kondapur Dis-
trict Hospital. It has been extremely fulfill-
ing and rewarding for CHIREC to being able 
to contribute to the neighbourhood and 
community of over 25 years. 

As a part of the Joy of Giving Week, CHIREC distrib-
uted clothes to migrant workers, women and children 
residing in Gajularamaram slum areas of Hyderabad, 
in collaboration with Deepak Foundation and AARUSH 
Social Welfare Organization.
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WALL OF FAME
Education World

CHIREC enters the EducationWorld’s prestigious Hall 
of Fame with their EducationWorld India Schools of 
Eminence Awards 2021-22. The education edifice 
brings together schools of the top honour rated on 
five parameters - Infrastructure, Teaching and Assess-
ment, External Linkages, Sports and Co-Curriculars, 
and Technology Integration.

CHIREC International School has been ranked as 
#6 India
#1 Telangana 
#1 Hyderabad

CHIREC International School Co-ed Day School has 
been ranked as 
#9 India
#1 Telangana
#1 Hyderabad

CHIREC, Jubilee Hills is ranked as 
#1 Hyderabad’s Proprietary School in the Education 
World India Preschool Rankings 2021-2022.  

CHIREC, Gachibowli is ranked as 
#6 Hyderabad’s Proprietary School in the Education 
World India Preschool Rankings 2021-2022.  

CHIREC is now a CIS Member School! Council of International Schools 
(CIS) is a leader in the field of school evaluation and accreditation 
worldwide. This membership is conferred on CHIREC as a result of 
demonstrating commitment to high quality international education 
and as a mark of quality assurance. This honor sets new benchmarks 
as we stand ahead in international education, embrace diverse per-
spectives, and strive to raise the bar. 
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Education Today 

Dr. Peter McLaughlin has been selected as 
“THE EDUCATION ICON OF THE YEAR 2021” 

Our Principals Mrs. Iffat Ibrahim & Mrs. Sanchita Raha 
have been selected amongst the 
50 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS – 2021. 

CHIREC International School has been ranked as 
#6 India
#1 Telangana
#1 Hyderabad 

CHIREC International School Co-ed school 
has been ranked as 
#17 India
#1 Telangana 
#1 Hyderabad

Brain Feed

CHIREC International School has been selected as one of the TOP 500 
SCHOOLS IN INDIA

Name of School

 
Goodwill, Legacy 

& Reputation 
Rank

Academic 
Excellence Rank

Future Ready 
Infrastructure 

Rank 

Enrichment of 
Learning 

Experience in
Sports, Cultural 
Activities Rank

Online & Social 
Presence Rank

CHIREC Inter-
national School, 

Jubilee Hills 
(Hyd. Central) 

2 2 1 3 1

CHIREC Inter-
national School, 

Kondapur 
(Hyd. West)

2 1 3 1 4

CHIREC Inter-
national School, 

Gachibowli 
(Hyd. West) 

9 9 6 8 6
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Hrijoy Lahari of Grade II got his short story titled ‘La 
Chasse au Tresor or The Treasure Hunt’ published in this 
March’s edition of the INTELLYJELLY magazine. 

Our alumni graduates of Grade 
10, CBSE in 2021, Atharva Moghe 
and Pranjal Varshney, made it to 
the final round of NTSE (National 
Talent Search Examination), 
conducted by NCERT in 50 cities 
across the country.  

After becoming champions of the 
ICYD Under-15 category, Karthik 
Palakodetti and Rohan Seelam-
setty represented India in the 
World Schools Debating Cham-
pionship, world’s largest debate 
competition with participation 
from students across more than 
80 countries.

Ms. Thanya Yohannan, Behavioral 
Counsellor at CHIREC was invited 
to speak at the Online Cambridge 
Schools Conference on 25th June 
2021 on the theme of wellbeing. 
The session saw her interacting 
with teachers from around the 
globe discussing various approach-
es to student wellbeing during the 
pandemic.

An article written by 
Kashf Siddique of Grade 
X C on the topic ‘Lock-
down Chronicle - Lighten 
up and do the best you 
can!’ got published in the 
Times of India on June 
23, 2021, describing how 

he directed his growing addiction of video games 
during the lockdown towards developing his very 
own apps and games. 

An article titled “Game 
nights, baking kept my 
spirits high” written by 
our student Nyla Sid-
diqui of Stage 7 C got 
published in Times of 
India, inspiring and mo-
tivating people with her 

words and initiatives she took up during the pandemic.  

Kudos!
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3 IBDP CHIREC students, Rhea 
Thakkal, Meeraa Pudupatty and 
Ananya Talluri were presented 
with the renowned Diana Award, 
launched by former UK Prime 
Minister Gordon Brown to honor 
young people who improve the 
lives of others. These change-
makers exhibited exceptional 
ability and commitment to uplift 
and create positive changes in 
their communities. 

Vishruth Konakanchi of 
IB 12 and his team ‘Saf-
fron’ bagged the bronze 
medal in the Internation-
al Linguistic Olympiad 
2021, for the country. 
After qualifying Round 1 
at the Panini Linguistic 

Olympiad in India and Round 2 at the Asia Pacific Lin-
gustic Olympiad, he represented India at the Inter-
national Linguistic Olympiad, one of the most promi-
nent International Olympiads held annually testing 
young minds around the world.

Rapolu Kruthika of 
Grade IX won the 
Third Prize at Season 2 
of the World Dancers 
Online International 
Dance Contest, 2021. 
The event was con-
ducted by ANASS IN-
DIA – Member of the 
International Dance 
Council CID, Paris.

Adarsh Vikas Sriram of 
Stage 8 won the ‘Spirit 
of Competition’ Award 
in the Junior Bottle 
Sumo Time Trial at 
Robofest Online World 
Championship 2021, 
organized by Robofest 
and Lawrence Tech-
nological University, 
Michigan, USA.

Beyond Academia
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Cricket

Tennis

Chess

Adarsh Vikas Sriram of Stage 8 bagged 
the first runner up trophy at the 2nd 
Telangana State Online Chess Tourna-
ment in the U-14 Boys category. 

Anirudh Mylankal Srinivathsan of Grade IX A scored 
114 against Little Scholar School, One Day Knock 
Out Cricket Tournament organized by Hyderabad 
Cricket Association for Under-16 Schools & Colleges, 
2021-2022. 

Ayush Ranjan of Grade IX F scored 102 against Cal 
Public School, One Day Knock Out Cricket Tourna-
ment organized by Hyderabad Cricket Association 
for Under-16 Schools & Colleges, 2021-2022. 

Venkat Rishi Batlanki of 
Grade IX B, aged 15, is cur-
rently playing in Interna-
tional Junior Tennis Tourna-
ments conducted by ITF.
He was the Quarter-finalist 
in Singles and the Semi-
finalist in Doubles in the 
tournament played in 
Younde, Cameroon, Africa 
in the week of November 8, 
2021. 

He also qualified for the prestigious tournaments of 
USA, Eddie Herr and Orange Bowl in Under-14 cat-
egory, which happened in the 4th week of Novem-
ber and second week of December, 2021.

Rishi is also the Quarter-Finalist in Singles and the 
Semi-finalist in Doubles tournament played in Co-
lombo, Srilanka in the week of January 17, 2022. He 
is the Quarter-finalist in Singles and the Finalist in 
Doubles Tournament played in Colombo, Srilanka in 
the week of January 23, 2022.

Adhya Neelakantam won the 4th prize 
in Under-11 Masthanaiah Fide Rapid 
Rating Open Chess Tournament held 
on 17-18 April, 2021.

Anaya Agarwal of Grade IV C secured 
the first position in under-9 category 
at the 3rd All India Open Fide Rating 
Tournament. She also secured the 4th 
position at the Sardar Bishan Singhji 
Memorial Rapid Tournament.
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Parinishtha of Grade IX G and her team represented 
Hyderabad and secured First place in Under-19 Inter 
District Basketball tournament for boys and girls 
held at Gadwal, organised by Telangana Basketball 
Association.

Aanya Khurana of Grade VIII G bagged a silver med-
al in the 100 meters Dash Race and bronze medal in 
500 meters Dash Race in the 8th Hyderabad District 
Roller Speed Skating Championship 2021 held on 
10th and 11th November 2021.

Basketball

Skating

Cycling

Archery

K. SRIYASHAS MOHAN of 
Stage 10 

• Won Gold Medal in State level Ar-
chery Championship conducted by 
the Telangana State Archery As-
sociation in the Sub Junior (U-17) 
Category.

• Won Bronze Medal in Telangana 
State Level Archery Tournament in 
the Junior (U-19) Category.

• Finished in the top 8 in the elimina-
tion rounds at the 38th NTPC Sub 
Junior National Archery Champion-
ship conducted by Archery Associa-
tion of India at Amravati in Novem-
ber 2021.

• One of the 12 players nationally 
selected to play in Khelo India Youth 
Games in the Boys Compound 
Archery segment to be held in 
Panchkula and as one of the 16 play-
ers eligible to play in the National 
Ranking Archery Tournament in the 
Sub Junior Segment. He is the only 
one selected from Telangana state 
in boys/men’s category.

• Won silver medals in the Hyderabad 
district level tournaments conducted 
by the District Archery Association.

Shreyansh Ekaksha of Class 
4 D won the Gold Medal in 
the Group Cycling Race - 2 
km category at the 6th Inter-
District Cycling Champion-
ship, held on November 4, 
2021.
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Sanjana Sai Kota of Stage 8 C 
won

• Gold Medal in 400m Under-14 
Girls Category in Hyderabad 
Inter-School Athletic Meet organ-
ized by Hyderabad District  
Athletics Association.

• Gold Medal in 400m in 7th  
Telangana Inter-District Sub-Jun-
ior Athletics Championship held 
at Khammam.

• Gold Medal in 400m, 4x100m 
Relay & Mixed Relay in Under- 
13 Girls Category in Hyderabad 
Open Sprints and Relay Athletics 
Championships.

Shreyansh Ekaksha Grade IV D won

• Gold Medal in 100m Under-10 Boys Category 
      in Hyderabad Inter-School Athletic Meet organized   
      by Hyderabad District Athletics Association.
• Gold Medal in 50m & 4x50m Relay in Under-9 Boys 

Category in Hyderabad Open Sprints and Relay  
Athletics Championships.

• Silver Medal in Long Jump in Hyderabad Inter School 
Athletic Meet organized by Hyderabad District Athletics 
Association.

Vibha Gone, Grade VIII G, won

• Gold Medal in 4x100m Relay in Under-15 Girls Catego-
ry in Hyderabad Open Sprints and Relay Athletics  
Championships.

• Gold Medal in 4x100m Mixed Relay in Under-19 Girls 
Category in Hyderabad Open Sprints and Relay  
Athletics Championships.

• Bronze Medal in 100m in Relay in Under-15 Girls  
Category in Hyderabad Open Sprints and Relay  
Athletics Championships.

Aanya Prashant Nichani of Stage 4 E won

• Gold Medal in Long Jump in Under-10 Girls Category 
in Hyderabad Inter-School Athletic Meet organized by 
Hyderabad District Athletics Association.

• Silver Medal in 100m in Under-10 Girls Category in 
Hyderabad Inter-School Athletic Meet organized by 
Hyderabad District Athletics Association.

• Silver Medal in 4x100m Mixed Relay in Under-11 Girls 
Category in Hyderabad Open Sprints and Relay  
Athletics Championships.

• Bronze Medal in Long Jump in 7th Telangana Inter  
District Sub-Junior Athletics Championship held at  
Khammam.

• Bronze Medal in 80m in Under-11 Girls Category in 
Hyderabad Open Sprints and Relay Athletics  
Championships.

Athletics 
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Ananya Donekal of Grade X secured the 4th position 
in the Under-17 Girls category at the 8th Telangana 
State Stag Inter-District & State Table Tennis Cham-
pionships 2021. She will be representing the state of 
Telangana in the forthcoming nationals.

Diya Kidambi of Stage 1 won the Gold 
Medal and Aryahi Sinha of Grade II 
won the Bronze Medal in the 10th 
Joint Medak District Taekwondo 
Championship 2021, held on Decem-
ber 26, 2021. 

Hryday Dochania of Stage 10 cleared 
his Online Black Belt Examination 
held in October 2021 with ‘GRADE A’, 
conducted by the Telangana State 
Taekwondo Association.

Akshay Khajandar of Grade VII won the 1st & 4th po-
sitions in the Under-13 and Under-15 Boys category 
respectively at the 8th Telangana State Stag Inter-
District & State Table Tennis Championships. With 
this accomplishment, Akshay becomes the State 
Champion for 2021 and will continue representing 
the State of Telangana in the forthcoming nationals. 

Table Tennis Taekwondo
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Wall of Fame (2020-2021)

    AISSE (Grade X) Toppers

IBDP

Somansha Singh Atharv Moghe Pranjal Varshney Apoorva Jain

  99.2%   99.2%   98.5%   98.2%

Science (99)
• Somansha Singh
• Atharva Moghe
• Pranjal Varshney
• Disha Daga
• Pranav Vishal  

Deshmukh

Information 
Technology (100)
• Somansha Singh 
• Pranjal Varshney
• Atharva Moghe 

FMM (99)
• Sampriti Mohanty 
• Divi Pothukuchi
• Kaavya Bhandari

Telugu (96)
• Lekhya Kantheti
• Dhriti Reddy Kourla
• Karri Shrinika Reddy

English (100)
• Somansha Singh 

Hindi (100)
• Somansha Singh 

Social Science (100)
• Shloka Kabra

B & I (98)
• Ishita Anand

French (99)
• Apoorva Jain
• Pranjal Varshney

Math (Std) (100)
• Sudharshan Rajagopalan
• Pranjal Varshney
• Atharva Moghe 

IGCSE

Abhishek Kommineni
A* in All Subjects

Aakash Kothari
A* in All Subjects

Devesh Kumar Bag
Score : 45/45
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    AISSCE (Grade XII) Toppers

Maulika Premal 
Desai

Sanjana KarShivansh Rahul 
Tibrewala

Pamireddy Sri 
Chandana

Simran Batra

Gitanjali 
Malhotra

Nandana 
Kakarla

Shreenidhi 
Ramaswamy

Malvika Pachuari 

Hiya Chhabra

Math (Std) (100)
• Sudharshan Rajagopalan
• Pranjal Varshney
• Atharva Moghe 

Business 
Administration (98)
• Pamireddy Sri Chandana
• Ponugoti Harshita
• Surali Sangesh Dalal
• Chekuri Sanjana Raju
• Krishi Jain

Geography (97)
• Lavanya Bettadapur
• Sanjana Kar

Economics (99)
• Tanya Agrawal
• Sarthak Bansal

Biology (98)
• Hiya Chhabra
• Kaushiki Ravi

English (100)
• Gitanjali Malhotra

Political Science (99)
• Sanjana Kar

History (99)
• Nandana Kakarla

Math (100)
• Shivansh Rahul 

Tibrewala

Physics (100)
• Shivansh Rahul 

Tibrewala

Home Science (99)
• Bagayath Anshu Reddy

Chemistry (100)
• Shreenidhi  

Ramaswamy

Accountancy (100)
• Gitanjali Malhotra

Biotechnology (100)
• Kaushiki Ravi

Informatics Practices (100)
• Muskan Raina

Business Studies (99)
• Malvika Pachauri
• Maulika Premal Desai
• Shrreye Sethiya

Fashion Studies  (99)
• Palak Agarwal
• Bagayath Anshu Reddy
• Sanjana Kar
• 

Legal Studies (99)
• Shuban Sheth
• Adhya Gunita Preetam

Psychology (99)
• Kabir Mehta
• Vedika Agarwal

Entrepreneurship (99)
• Shrreye Sethiya
• Rashmika Vaishnavi M

97.6%

97.2%98.4%

97%

94.6%98.2%

96.8%

93.8%

96.8%

97.8%

  Commerce                                      

HumanitiesScience
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